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ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO, FRIDAY AFTERNOON, AUCUST 29, 1902

the "Bret" families of France, being
closely related to the Duke of Noailles.
of Chaulncs, of Uzes, of Brlssac and of
Maille. He Is regarded as the leader
of the royalist party and is one of the
Found in New Mexico Near Ei closest friends of the Due de Orleans, Martial Law for Lanslord is
having served the latfr as principle
Centkm&n In vraki;ig. chief of the
Paso.
Possible.
household and 83 grand chamberlain.
The Luyneser. it may be added, were
formerly immensely wealthy:
But
WILL
GO
AFTER
NICARAGUA.
what, betwen the almost insane ex BUSY PROTECTING THE WORKMEN.
travagance of i.ie dowager duchesse
de Luynes (who lavished enormous
Day of Res! and Pleasure for Presi- sums upon her friend and companion,
Mine, de Warn, formerly known as the Serious Trouble Threatened at the
Marquese Horve de St. Dcnl
dent Roosevelt.
and the
Prospect Mine.
duke's own liberality in behalf of the
cause of his friend, the Due de OrPEOPLE SUFFERING FROM LUMPY JAW. leans, the Luynes fortune Is terribly
COAL IS DAILY BEING SHIPPED.
impaired and the estates moitgaged
up to the very hi't.
Tamaqua, Pa., Aug. 29. In an enE! Paso, Texas. Aug. 20. Two boys
counter between troops and strikers,
McFcdden vs. Hegarty.
found a hand protruding from a sand
at Lansford. this morning. Capt. W. H.
Aug.
Francisco,
San
29.
Cal..
"Kid"
pile, three miles from here, across the
Helm, of company K, Twelfth regiCaiTTornia
McFadden.
the
feather- ment, was slightly Injured.
boundary of New Mexico, and an invesHaifa
tigation revealed a headless body. The weight who recently returned from dozen strikers were bayoneted by solEngland,
won
fight
whore
one
he
and
police believe the body to be that of
diers In the fracas. Major Gearhardt,
Jay Cullincs, a civil engineer who re- wa3 beaten by Ben Jordan In the last In command of the troops here, states
fifteen-rounencounter,
cently disappeared and supposedly was round of their
goes against Tim hegarty, the Aus- he will appeal to the military authorimurdered.
to put the town of Lansford under
tralian champion, before the Yosemlte ties
martial law. From daybreak the troops
tonight.
Athletic
club
The
call
article!
COLOMBIA IS MAD.
were active In quelling disturbances
go at 125 pounds
for a twenty-rounprotecting
and
men while on
"Will Formally Demand an Explanation weigh-Iat the ringside. Both fighters
appear to be in excellent condition for their way to work. The troops were
of Nicaragua Soon.
Jeered wherever they went.
Washington, Aug. 23. Colombia will the contest.
lormally demand of Nicaragua an exTrouble was Threatened.
Smith was Elected.
planation in regard to the latter counWilkesbarre,
Pa., Aug. 29. Seriou
Rapids,
Aug.
29.
Grand
At
Mich..
try's alleged participation in the revowas
trouble
at the Prospect
threatened
lution against the Colombian govern- the final session of the convention of and Dorrance mines of the Lehigh Val
League
the
American
Municipalities
of
ment and back up the demand with the
Adger Smith, of Charleston, N. C, ley Coal company this morning. Owing
most formidable land and naval force J.
to a rumor that the company intended
w as elected president.
she can muster, as soon as the' presto operate the Dorrance colliery, l.ooo
ent rebel activity on the isthmus is
men patrolled the roads leading to the
COLLAPSE OF BUILDING.
crushed. Information to this effect
mines.
Sheriff 3acobs went to the
iwas received from an authoritative
scene accompanied by a large number
source in Washington today.
of deputies, but as no attempt was
of B. Ruppe Against made to place additional men in the
Suit
Damage
ROOSEVELT RESTING.
Dorrance mine, no violence resulted.
Messrs. Wtiinmann and Barnett.
Visited the Game Preserve of Austin
Greater Activity.
Corbin.
Philadelphia, Pa., Aug. 29. While
Newbury, N. H., Aug. 29. President
both mine operators and officials of the
SUM DESIRED. $10,000.
Roosevelt devoted the day to rest and
United Mine Workers state the strike
pleasure.
He passed the night at
situation In the anthracite field re"Fell's," the summer home of SecreB. Ruppe, through his attorneys, O. mains uncliaugetf, it is evident there is
tary of State Hay, leaving there at 10
greater activity at present in the coal
N.
Marron. A. B. McMillan and H. F. region
o'clock today for Newport, N. H., twenthan at any time since the inReynolds,
has
filed
in
the district auguration
suit
ty minutes ride by train from Newof the strike. Coal Is daily
bury, to spend the rest of the day and court against J. A. Welnmann and Jo- being shipped from various sections.
seph
jointly,
Barnett,
damasking
for
night in the great park owned by the
Operators Don't Command.
late Austin Corbin. The visit to this ages in the amount of $10,000, for
Charleston, W. Va., ug. 29. When
park, foremost among the game pre- losses received, caused by the caving
serves of this country, was anticipated in of ground and the consequent fall- the state troops reached Thurmond to
ing of the building, located at the cor- preserve order and protect property in
by the president with much pleasure.
ner of Railroad avenue and Second the mines region, a request was made
Speech was Brief.
street, in which said plaintiff conduct- of Assistant Adjutant General Hutson,
Newport, N. H., Aug. 23. A large as- ed a drug business.
The plaintiff, in in command, to report to the operators
sembly greeted President Roosevelt his petition to the court, sets
forth
at Rush Run for instructions. He re
here. He addressed the crowd for through the unexpected collapse ofthat
the
about ten minutes. His speech was said building, he has suffered severe fused point blank and said he was
there with troops to act under Instruc
brief and an echo of his recent ad- damage to business
and to stock, and tions from the sheriff of the county to
dealing
manwith
duties
dresses
the
oi
that the loss was incurred by work preserve order and not to take instruchood and citizenship.
done at the instigation of the defend- tions from operators.
ants. The circumstances which have
Burlington is Ready.
Gen. Gobin Investigates.
Burlington, Vt., Aug. 23. Burlington brought on this suit, have been pubShenandoah, Pa., Aug. 29. General
in previous editions of The Citilished
in
is
readiness to extend a fitting welGobin returned to headquarters today
come to President Roosevelt, who will zen the excavating on lot on the cor- and
after going over the situation with
ner
avenue
of
Railroad
and
Second
arrive here tomorrow afternoon. A street;
the falling of the building Colonel Clement, went to Lansford to
committee of citizens will meet the
by J. A. Welnmann and occu- make a personal Investigation of conpresidential party en route and escort owned
by stock of drug sundries owned ditions there.. It Is probable the first
pied
them to the city. At the depot the by B.
Ruppe, and the moving of the battalion of the 'twelfth regiment will
visitor will be received by the munici- drug stock
from one location to an- be Bent to that region.
company,
pal officials and a military
other.
acting as guard of honor, and escorted
Permission to Amalgamate.
Mr. Ruppe
seen by a Citizen reto the public square where addresses porter at the was
Ottawa, Ont., Aug. 2!b The sharedepot
morning,
this
when
of welcome will bo delivered, to which the gentleman left
holders of the Ottawa N'o'th' i n
a few days'
President Roosevelt will respond. The to the northern partforof the territory.trip Western, and of the Pontiac V Pacific
president will be entertained at dinner
here
"1 don't like to talk much about the railway held a special iii'dii.
Woodat the residence of
suit," said Mr. Ruppe, "for it might today for the purpose of applying to
bury. Following this function the party do more harm than good. I
for perhave been the
w ill go by steam yacht to Thompson's
amalgamate
mission
the
two
roads.
to
trying for some time to get a settlePoint, where they will spend the night ment from the defendants, Welnmann
and part of Sunday as the guests of and Barnett. but have failed. I even
CADAVER HEADLESS.
Secretary Shaw. Returning to this agreed to arbitrate the matter, but that
city Monday morning the tour will be proposition was not received favoraresumed through Vermont, the Itiner- bly, and I am compelled to ask the
ary of the day including Proctor,
Believed to be Body of Civil Engineer
courts for what I think Is due me."
Hollows Falls. Hrattleboro and
Mr. Welnmann was seen but would
Employed by Railroad Force.
one or two places of smaller size.
not talk, any more than to say that he
atB.
employed
W.
had
as
his
Chiblors
Ill of "Lumpy Jaw."
Pratt, Kan., Aug. 29. Mrs. Kimball torney, and that he wasn't losing any
BODY
FOUND BY BOYS.
Is doad from 'lumpy jaw," caught from skep about the suit.
Mr.
says
twenty
Barnett
he
has
that
cattle, and Mr. Cochrane of the Pratt
Republican has boon brought to a hos- days in whic h to answer, and has net
Two startling discoveries have hoc n
pital in this city, dangerously afllicted thought much about the matter.
by Sheriff Lueero concerning the
made
c ase will probably come up some
The
man,
whose
with tue disease. Another
body of a man found by two boys, says
part
time
of
the
fore
October.
name lias not been learned, has caught
the El Paso News.
the disease by chewing a straw. Mr.
LOCAL PARAGRAPHS.
The first was that the body was
by
lying
caught
the disease
Cochrane
indicating that the man was
htadless.
down in a pasture in which "lumpy
S. Yr.nn, senior member of the firm murdered ami the head removed to
jawed" cattle grazed. The doctors here of S. Vann & Son, is on
pi event his body being identified.
the sick list.
say there are only six cases on record
If you want to go to Santa Fe on
The second is that his body Is most
caught
where human beings have
Sunday you had otter get your ticket likely that of Jay Cullings, a civil en"lumpy jaw" from cattle.
gineer of El Paso, who has been missat once.
R. W. D. Bryan, with Mrs. Bryan and ing for some time. He was known to
COME.
THEY
STILL
baby, will return to the city about Sep- be prospecting in that section just be4.
They are having a splen- fore his mysterious disappearance.
tember
Big
a
and
Title
With
Duke
Another
Sheriff Lueero, of Dona Ana county,
southern California.
in
did
time
Mortgages.
Miss Louise Wallace, one of Albu- N. M., is at the scene of the finding of
Russian grand
Now York, Aug.
body just across the river In
lukes, Chinese prim es ami the heir ap- querque's Indian school teachers, will the dead
The
New Mexico, near the smelter.
evening
Cal.,
for
Riverview,
this
leave
are
of
Siani
throue
to
the
parent
Pag-chamong Gotham's noted visitors this where she w ill be employed as teacher officer Is accompanied by M. A.
and they are waiting there for the
season, but of the lot of foreign digni- in the Indian school at that place.
,
Miss Katherine Graves is spending arrival of several men from
taries the visit cf none is likely to atwhom the sheriff sent for to
visiting
city
her
sister,
day
the
in
of
the
the
that
than
attention
more
tract
compose a coroner's jury so that an
Due de Luynes, who is scheduled to Fiances, who has a position In the
over the body may be held.
sail from France tomorrow in comttany public schools here. Miss Katherine inquest
Upon examination of the body, as
Graves will resume her work as teachwiih the Comptu and Comtesse de
er of Hon. Felipe Chaves' private far as it could be examined without
removal, the sheriff was startled to
school for girls in Helen.
o!
one
to
belongs
Luynes
The Due de

HEADLESS

BODY

ANOTHERJLASH

d

d

non-unio- n

n

governor-general-in-counc-

Rut-lau-

I

o

Cliam-berlno-

Cas-tellan-

It had no head. The body-wafound by boys. Yancy and Dan
Bolglano on last Tuesday about noon.
They notified undertakers in this city,
who In turn notified Sheriff Lueero. of
Dona Ana county.
The body Is on a "hillside In a draw
near Orman & Crook's camp No. 3. cn
the El Paso fc Southwestern railway.
It was lying on its side and
covered over with rocks to a depth
of over two feet, thrown loosely over
the body so that It could be viewed
through them. The body was badly
shriveled, decomposed and turned
black.
On the body was a yellow shirt
with white stripes and from what
can be seen of the trousers It Is believed that a man was well dressed.
The shriveled neck, from which the
head has been severed, appeared
above the rocks, producing a ghastly
sight.
The sheriff will have an Inquest as
soon as men from Chamberlno arrive.
After as examination of the
body they will disinter It and probably bring to El Paso this evening.
Yancy Bolgiano, one of the hoys who
found the body, and who Is about 11
years old. Is still confined to his bed,
having been protracted by excitement.
The ' other brother. Dan, Is
about IS years old, and though he
was considerably excited, the shock
was not so great to him. His story
of the finding is as follows:
"My brother and I were prospecting around Monument mountain and
after leaving the railroad camp we
thought
should take a short cut
home. We live at the brick factory
and our mother runs the hotel there.
Soon after leaving the camp we found
some prospectors' holes. While we
were examining them we smelted a
strong odor. Looking about to see
where It came from we discovered
the hand of a man sticking out of a
pile of rocks.
We were so badly
frightened that
ran and never stopped until we got home."
Dick Blacker, formerly city jailer,
who knows of several mysterious disappearances recently, went out this
morning to see if u could identify the
find

that

s

w--

GARVINJIRED
The Chicago Pitcher Was

Dis-

missed Unconditionally.
NORTHERN PACIFIC HEARING ENDED.

Senator Hoar is

Seventy-Si- x

Years

Old Today.

FAIR HEIRS

REACH

AN

AGREEMENT.

Chicago, Aug. 29. Virgil Garvin,
pitcher of the Chicago American
League club, was dismissed unconditionally today by President Comlskey,
because of his conduct last night, when
he shot and wounded a bartender and
knocked a policeman unconscious.
ABRUPTLY

ENDED.

Adjournment Sine Die In the Northern
Pacific Suit.
New York, Aug. 29. The hearing
before Special Examiner Mabey, In the
Peter Power suit, brought to prevent
turning over stock of the Northern Pacific railroad to the Northern Securities company, was brought to an
conclusion today when D. W.
Guthrie, counsel for the railroads interested, asked an adjournment sine
die. Under the ruling of the court all
the testimony taken has to be filed
with the clerk of the United States circuit court in Minnesota on Monday
next.
SENATOR

entire satisfaction of the committee,
the "Ciiming of Montezuma" spectacular waT taken up and also fully discussed. The "old man," with his court
and soldiers, coming on the back of an
engle, and representing, in these times
of prosperity, the progress of wealth
of the country, was carefully considered, and it was decided to make this
feature one of the principal divisions
of the great trades' display and parade. As the parade will be on a grander scale than ever. It is the wish of
the fair officials that every merchant
be represented by an appropriate float.
The next matter discussed was in
regard to fixing up the track, and It Is
safe to say that the track will be in
tip top order when the horses are called to the starting pole on the first day
of the fair.
The committee then selected a small
badge for the excursionists to wear to
Santa Fe on Sunday. The Inscription
reads as follows: "Come and bring the
babies" on one side, and on the reverse
side: "Territorial fair, Albuquerque,
1902."
October
No further business before the committee adjournment was had, subject
to call of the president
14-1-

Increase In Capital.
Chicago, 111., Aug. 29. In accordance
with the recommendation of the directors the stockholders of the Illinois
Central Railroad company at a special
meeting in Chicago today" voted to increase the capital of the company from
$79,200,000 to $95,040,000, by Ihe issue
of 158,400 shares. The proceeds of the
new Issue will be used in double tracking the whole line from Chicago to
New Orleans.
LUMBER

A.

HOAR.

w-- e

The Venerable Statesman la 76 Years
Old Today.
Worcester, Mass., Aug. 29. Messages of congratulation from many
parts of the country poured in today
upon Senator George F. Hoar, the ocbody.
casion lelng the seventy- - sixth birthday anniversary of the venerable
BY
STRICKEN
DEATH..
statesman. Senator Hoar is now serving his fifth term In the senate. During the summer he has passed bis time
William Flynn, While at the Park, quietly In the full enjoyment of good
health. About the only business that
he has given attention to was the arFalls Over Dead.
rangement of details connected with
the present trip of President Roosevelt through New England and a few
SUFFERED WITH PARALYSIS.
matters relating ir the affairs of Clark
university. In whit m Institution he has
This morning a few minutes after 9 always taken a lively Interest.
o'clock while setting In the east end
Fair heirs Agree.
of Robinson park, William Flynn was
Cal., Aug. 29. By the
Francisco,
San
relieved of pain and misery by grim
terms of an agreement between the
death.
The deceased was about 54 years old heirs of the late Mrs. Charles Fair and
and as far as U known had no family Charles Fair's sisters, the latter give
the former more than $1,000,000.
ties.
Flynn came to Albuquerque twenty-fivO'BRIEN WAS HELD.
years ago and for several years
was employed by Gov. E. S. Stover, Charged
with Perjury Before the Senwho at that time was engaged in a
Philippine Commission.
ate
merchandise
business in old town.
Washington. Aug. ZD Richard T.
Later he worked on a Santa Fe sec- O'Brien, formerly a corporal
In the
tion gang.
Twenty-sixtinfantry, acvolunteer
ago
years
About seven
the deceased
of perjury on account of his tesreceived a paralytic stroke atTecting cused
one side of the body. Since that time timony before the senate Philippine
during the last session of
he has been helpless and lived on the commission
congress,
arraigned before Justice
was
county,
city
and his
g( neroslty of the
He pleaded not guiltoday.
Anderson
few frit lids, Governor Stover, his old
p
employer, giving him the little cash ty, and was leased on $5,000 ball. His
trial will probably occur In October.
he needed.
w
as
mind
an
Inventive turn of
He
of
FAIR COMMITTEE.
and has a few inventions which are
quite practical. The most Important
of his inventions is a tap lock. Another
is a practical steel rail for railway
Action Taken on Halt a Dozen Very
ti acks.
Death was caused from heart disImportant Matters.
ease.
The body was moved to Border's undertaking parlors and buried in Fair-vie"COME AND BRING THE BABIES."
cemetery at 3 o'clock this aftere

h

noon.

Time Too Short.
It has been decided by the Elks of
this city that the time is too short to
properly play a burlesque of base ball
with the Llks of Santa Fe on Sunday.
At some future time our Elks team will
wipe up the earth with the antlered
herd of Santa Fe. A large number of
the Qulen Sabe club will go to Santa
Fe on Sunday mornii'g. but not In uniform.
Bar Association Officers.
Saratoga. N. V., Aug. 2!. The American Bar association today elected
the following officers: Francis Rawle,
of Philadelphia, president; John Hink-ley- ,
of Baltimore, secretary; Frederick
E. Wautiams, or New York, treasurer.
Body was Found.
The body
Bay City. Mic h., Aug.
of Eugene Careniba. aged 22, was

found today under tue fallen walls of
Wodd's opera house, which was destroyed by, fire last night, causing a
loss of $100,0011.

Pursuant to notice

the executive
of the New Mexico Territorial Fair association, met atthe office
of the secretary last night, and took
action on half a dozen Important
committee-

-

mat-te-r-

A
from Kl Paso, received on
the d layed passe nger train yesterday
afternoon, was road and its contents
fully discussed. With the authority of
the committee, a motion prevailed
that the secretary and O. N. Marron
be empowered to personally
have
charge of this" matter.
The letter
pave- the committee to understand that
the Kl i'aso base ball fans had negotiated for the champions of the National
league the Pittsburg club hut they
wanttd to know fully the arrangements before signing the contract.
Thus it will be seen that Albuquerque, with her National and Americ an
b ague Ktais, will have to'play ball for
heaps to win ven a game from El
Paso's great at;-- ; ogution of base ball
tossers.
After disposing of this matter to the
-

e

235

NUMBER

KING'S

POLARIA HIT
Appeal

Made

a

To

German

Cruiser.

.

NEDROW TAKES ANOTHER DIYISIC.f.

All American Iron

and Steel Employes

on Strike.
MALLEABLE IRON CONCERNS

UNITE.

jvlngston, Jamaica, Aug. 29. The
German steamer, Polarla, which arrived today from Venezuelan ports, reports while at Carupano, Venezuela.
700 rebels attacked the place stubbornly and got Inside the town, where they
were met by 1,000 government troops
under General Velutlnl. Severe fighting ended in the disorderly retreat of
the rebels, several being killed. Bullets repeatedly struck the steamer, and
the lives of the crew being In danger.
Captain Holt asked General Velutlnl
for protection.
The general replied
that the Polarla must clear out. Her
captain telegraphed the Gazelle, a German cruiser at La Gualrra, asking immediate protection.
The Gazelle arrived at Carupano Sunday morning
and protected the Polarla while she
took on cargo.

DUTIES INCREASED.

DEATH.

Nedrow Takes Charge of the Southern
Kansas Division.
Wichita, Kan., Aug. 89. C. B. Ned-roW. Mitchell, While Nervous,
assistant superintendent of the
Missouri Pacific, received the fellow-ln- g
Leaps to His Death.
telegram from D. Harding, general

superintendent:

"C. R. Nedrow is appointed acting
superintendent in charge of the southern Kansas division and branches In.,,,
A. W. Mitchell, a member of the addition to nis other duties."
It is presumed Nedrow has succeedMitchell Bros., the Michigan lumber
kings who were recently interested in ed Division Superintendent A. T.
WAS KNOWN

IN

ALBUQUERQUE.

the timber lands of western Valencia
county, and who was well known in
this city, is dead under peculiarly sad
circumstances.
The San Francisco Examiner of recent date contains the following account of his death:
A. W. Mitchell, one of the millionaire
lumber kings of Michigan, and for the
last two years a resident of San Diego,
Cal., committed suicide on August 12,
while mentally deranged, by leaping
Into the sea from the decK of the Coptic, en route to Hongkong. Mitchell
was surrounded by a group of passengers at the time he made his plunge,
and was apparently the gayest of the
party. In his fall his head struck one
of the davit guy ropes with great force,
and it is presumed that he was stunned
by the Impact. The vessel' wes Immediately brought about and lifeboats
lowered, but the body did not come to
the surface.
The deceased was 51 years of age, a
native of Cadillac, Mich. He leaves a
wife and two children, a boy and a girl,
aged respectively 11 and 13 years, who
at present live at San Diego. His
mother, 70 years of age. resides at Cadillac. She is in feeble health, and
fears are entertained that the news of
her son's tragic end will hasten her
death.
On August 9. Mr. Mitchell accompanied by Dr. C. E. Miller, of Cadillac,
and a medical attendant from this city,
omlarked on the Coptic for a trip
around the world. Mitchell had been a
sufferer from nervous prostration for
three years previous.
Upon reaching Honolulu, Dr. Milller
and the medical attendant left the
Coptic and took passage on the steamer Conoma, which arrived In port yesterday.
The di'ceased. during his brief residence within California, became exIn the local lumber
tremely
Industry. He was one of a syndicate
whic h made large purchases of timter
lands in Shasta county, and was instrumental In a movement having as
its object the control of the McCloud
river lumber belt.

Webb.

ALL WALKED

OUT.

American Steel Company Refused to
Dismiss Imported Men.
Lebanon, Pa., Aug. 29. A committee
of striking employes of the American
Iron & Steel Manufacturing company,
today, demanded that the colored nonunion workmen from Reading and
other men sent here, be removed and
the old hands be taken back, but this
was refused. The committee then reported the matter to their leaders and
a few moments later the 1,800 men still
at work walked out. Each carried a
small American flag'.
Malleable Iron Trust.
Sharon, Pa., Aug. 29. A combination
of the foremost malleable Iron concerns of the country, with a capitalization of $25,000,000, is under consideration and probably will soon be effected.
--

MINING CONGRESS.

Kearns to Box Miller.
Baltimore. Md., Aug. 29. The Eureka Athletic club has arranged a good
card for its patrons for the opening
Uixing show of the season tonight. The
go bewind up Is to be a twenty-rountween Tim Kearns, the clever and
hard hitting Boston lightweight, and
Herman Miller of this city.

Addresses Which Will be Delivered at
Butte Next Week,
Butte, Mont., Aug. 29. The advance
guard of delegates Is already putting
in an apeparance for the international
mining congress, which is to begin Its
sessions in Butte next Monday. Headquarters were established today by
Secretary Mahon and the delegates as
soon as they arrive are provided with
badges and assigned to quarters. No
set program will be prepared in advance of the assembling of the congress, it being thought best to leave
the arrangement for each day's proceedings to the pleasure of the body.
The list of speakers and their subjects so far as arranged includes the
following: "Water Resources of the
West," F. H. Newell, of the United
States geological survey; "Unintelligent Mining." W. H. Fraser, of Mullan,
Idaho; "The Great Expositions as Factors in Promoting the Mining Interests
of the Country," Prof. J. A. Holmes, of
the University of North Carolina;
"Notes on Montana's Ore Deposits,"
Walter H. Weed, of the United States
geological survey; "Mines of Georgia,"
Prof. S. W. McCallle, of Atlanta. Ga.;
"Amendments to Corporation Laws,"
W. R. Everetts, of Chicago; "First Aid
to the Injured In Mining," Dr. George
W. King. Helena. Mont.; "The Undeveloped Mineral Resources of the
Southern States," Chancellor Robert
H. Fulton, of the University of Mississippi.

The Citizen stated that C. T. Brown,
Socorro, would visit Boise City.
Idaho. It Is a mistake, and should
have read Butte City. Mont., as Mr.
Brown is one of New Mexico's delegates to the International Mining congress, which convenes In that city.

A Supposed Murder.
Fort Worth, Texas, Aug. 29. The
lifeless body of Orion Nathan Warten-bee- ,
a railroad conductor, late of Hock
Island, Ills., was found this morning in
North Fort Worth. It is supposed he
was murdered.
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1

of centuries was removed. This change
In the sanitary contlltlons brought the
he&lthfulncss of the Island up to a
roint which It had probably never
enjoyed since it was first occupied by
the Spaniards, and yellow fever In Havana was entirely stamped out. to the
great relief of the southern Mates of
the Union, so often ravaged by this
scourge.

&c Co...
H. Briggs
1KUG. IT

...B.

PKFHCUIPTION

FULL. LINK OF

Dru3$,cnenical$fPhy$llan$,SuppUeSJrussS
PRO.IPT ATTENTION TO MAIL ORDERS
Cor. Gold Ave. and First St

Pharmany.

of Alvarado

Proprietors

wouldn't pay the prevailing prices for
it.

liUGm:S&"M

CRK1GHT.

PuUishcrs

Mips Ellen Stone announces that she
will booh return to Bulgaria. It Is understood that she will effer herBelf to

Editor
Thos. Ht:Ikm
"W. T. MfCrriclit. M;r. and City Editor
Publ

the kidnapers this time at a greatly
duced figure.

and Weekly.

O.-.-

re-

The I.B3 Vegas Record says that the
republican candidate for delecate will
have a majority In November that will
AMuciaietl Kress afternoon dispatches strike terror Into the hearts of the
largest City and County Circulation statehood knockers.
The Largest New Mexico Clrculatlor
Largest Northern Arizona Circulation
The Turk has again announced that
Copies ol this paper may be founa any claim the United States may have
ot against his country mupt be paid. That
m file At asnington in the office
pecia! correspondent, E. O. 81g-tn- , ir. nice, but the act of payment would
18 F street, N. W., Washington, be more satisfactory.

rr

a C.

Mexico

New

from the

Fifty-Sevent-

demands Statehood
Congress.

Terms of Subscription:
fS U0
tMny, by mall, on yrnr
t1 00
Daily, by mail, alx inunthx
60
Tmttjr. bv mail, three moni.ua
60
Dally, iy mall, one mouth
76
iMUy, by carrier, one month
v iwtily. by mall, per year
I (W
delivered
THE DAILY CITIZEN will be
of 20 cents per
ta ta c.y at the low rate
work, or for i cents per month, when
Tl e rates are less than
aM monthly.
those of any other dally paper In the

Harmony has once more been re
stored in the republican party in Tex
as. Which means that the democratic
majority wi'.l continue to be kept down
close to the 200,000 mark.

territory.

CALL FOR

A REPUBLICAN

TERRI-

TORIAL CONVENTION.

A delegate convention of the repulc
lican voters of New Mexico is hereby
called to meet in the city of Raton at
11 o'clock in the morning of Friday,
the 10th day of October, A. D., 1302,
lor the purpose of placing in nomination a candidate from New Mexico to
congress, and to transthe Fifty-eightact such other business as may properly come before said convention.
The republican electors of this territory and all who believe in the principles of the republican party and in its
policies as announced in the national
republican platform adopted by the re
publican national convention, held in
the city of Philadelphia. June 19, 190U
and who believe in and endorse state
hood for the Territory of New Mexico
and favor an honest, fair and just ad
ministration of public affairs in this
territory are respectfully and cordially
asked to unite under this call and to
take part in the selection of delegates
to the territorial convention.
The several counties will be entitled
to representation as follows:
County.
Delegates
22
Bernalillo
3
Chaves
8
Colfax
6
Dona Ana
Eddy
2
h

Grant

8
3
5

Guadalupe
Lincoln
L.una
McKInley
Mora
Otero
Rio Arriba

3
7
3
10
2
17
10
2
9
7
5
12

Baa Juan
San Miguel
Santa Fe
Sierra

Socorro
Taos
Union
Valencia
Alternates will not be recognized.
Proxies will only be recognized if
held by the citizens ot the same county
bom which delegates giving proxies
were elected.
County conventions must be held on
or before tne 6th day of October, 1902.
County committees will take proper
action and call county conventions at
nch time and places as they may
deem best or on that date.
The chairmen and secretaries of the
county conventions are earnestly requested to forward true notice of the
proceedings of said conventions and of
the namea of such delegates as may be
elected to the republican county convention to the secretary of this committee by next mail after the call of
such convention, addressing the same

to Santa

Fe, N. M.

Where there are no regular organized county committees the members
of this committee are authorized and
directed to perform the duties of the
county committee and act accordingly.
FRANK A. HUBBELL.
Chairman Republican Central Committee.
Attest: JOSE D. SENA, Secretary.

r.

For Delegate to Congress
B. 8. RODEY.

The republic of Mexico is about to
gold standard.

adopt a

The territorial board of equalization will meet in Santa Fe Septem-

ber

8.

The Santa Fe company cannot affard

to cripple the cities along its line in
this territory.
The annual egg output of the United
States Is equal to the country's output
t)f gold and silver.
Every political party that enters into

a fusion with another political party
confesses the weakness of its cause.

las

Vegas will build six miles of
new sidewalk this year, which is convincing proof of the progressive spirit
cf that city.
"Americans are becoming the greatin the world," said Secretary Wilson. They must be or they

est beef eaters

It has been decided by the war de
partment to limit the term of duty of
army officers in the 1'ullippines to
three years. A large part of the trans
fers were made during the last week
with this end in view.

IMPERIALIZED PORTO RICO.
Porto Rico Is fast becoming Americanized. A comparison of its conditions now and when It came under
the flag is an interesting commentary
upon our Philippine policy. The Inter
Ocean says:
"Many Americans believed in 1850
that California never could be Americanize.-!, juht as many Americans believed In 1898 that Porto Rico and
Jlawail could never be Americanized.
California Is now one of the
most thoroughly American states In
the Union and Porto Rico already has
made as rapid progress In American
methods as California made In the
taree years after the Mexican war.
"According to the statement of
Governor Hunt, there is no discussion
now among the Porto Rlcans as to
American sovereignty, but the local
political quarrels turn on the proper
forms of policies of American government in the Island. No one mentions or contemplates any party policy
that Is not American. American methods have been adopted In politics, In
business, In education. In taxation and
In legislation.
"In 18'JS there were 538 schools in
the island. On February 1, 1902, there
were 939. On January 1, 1&:8. there
were 22.205 pupils enrolled In the
schools. On February 21, 1902. there
were 41.642. Under Spanish rule pupils were obliged to pay tuition fees.
Now the public schools arc free, with
a uniform course of study. In general,
the schools are as well equipped as
those In the United States."

Some Chinese come into the United
States across the Mexican and the Canadian boundaries. Just how many, approximately, evade the exclusion reguA Necessary Precaution.
lations in this way is not known, but it
Don't neglect a cold. It Is worse than
is generally supposed that 1,000 or unpleasant.
It Is dangerous. By usmore come In in this way every year.
ing One Minute Cough Cure you can
cure It at once. Allays Inflammation,
It has been found that a Columbus, clears the head, soothes and strengthCures
Olilo, man whose salary Is $7.50 a ens the mucous membrane.
croup, throat and lung trouweek has been leading a double life. coughs,Absolutely
safe. Acts ImmediThe man is wasting his time. He should bles.
ately. Children like it. B. H. Briggs
turn his financial talent to some ac- &. Co. and J. H. O Kleliy ii uo.
count. A man who can lead a double
o
life on $7.50 a week ought to be able JEMEZ & SULPHurt HOT SPRINGS
STAGE LINE.
to give even Russell Sage pointers on
Carries the U. S. mail; only line with
the handling of money.
a change of stock en route; good rigs,
leaves Albuquer
upon
publicity horses and drivers; Thursday
The president Insists
and Sat
que every Tuesday,
for the trusts. If he would Insist that urday at 5 a. m.
or particulars
Althe railroads shall not make them spec-cia- l
agents,
W. L. Trimble - Co.,
rates under cover of secrecy, he buquerque, or J. B. BLOCK, propriewill hit them a hard welt In a tender tor, Jemez.
place. The Los Angeles Times says
purchased two carloads of
that but for the railroads there would Having while
in" Arizona, I am pre
fat
cattle
comOil
a
Standard
never have been
the best beef the
furnish
pared
to
counpany with a monster pull in this
market affords. Tony Michelbach.
try.
o
Notice to Fruit Buyers.
on
republic
the
"We founded our
Ladies who wish to have line Jellies,
theory that the average man will as preserves or canned fruit for winter,
a rule do the right thing that In the should not fall to order now. Peaches,
long run the majority are going to de- pears, plums, nectarines, apples, etc.,
cide for what is sane and wholesome. from the J. Felipe Hubbell fruit ranch
If our fathers were mistaken in that wagons. By dropping a postal to Pa- theory, if ever the mass of the people jarlto, we will call for your orders, or
wrong, then the republic cannot stand, If you prefer, drive down to Pajarito
I care not how good Its laws." Theo- and see the beautiful
Hubbell fruit
dore Roosevelt.
ranch and buy your fruit from tne
aa-dre-

t-

INSPECTION TRIP.
In order to enjoy a period of relaxation from the performance of the exhausting duties of the office of lieutenant general of the United States
army, General Miles Is about to start
upon a trip around the world, by way
of the Philippines and with "the approval of the president." Some months
ago the nominal commander of the
army applied for permission to go to
the Philippines on business, but his offer to end the war and straighten out
insular tangles was declined without
thanks. Now that he has asked to be
allowed merely to look upon results
that were accomplished without his
advice or assistance no objection Is
offered by the president, and General
Miles will proceed to "inspect" mili
tary conditions.
WORK OF THE ARMY.
In the latest Issue of the Army and
Navy Journal there is an editorial article giving a brief summary of the
work which our army did in Cuba during the four years which elapsed be
tween the withdrawal of the Spaniards
and the turning over of the island to
the Cubans. When hostilities ceased
in 1898 Cuba was In a state of chaos
throughout its length and breadth;
there was no government and no administrate machinery, while misery,
disease and starvation prevailed in the
land. To remedy such a state of af
fairs was the task which the officers of
the army of the United States were
called upon to perform, and well In
deed did they do It. Under their man
agement order succeeded disorder and
the reign of law was established; the
sick and. bunsry were cared for and
fed and useful public works were undertaken, to give employment to the
able bodied who had no other means of
obtaining a livelihood until they might
be able to help themselves.
During the four years of our occupation the military authorities established sixteen new custom houses, 300
additional postofllces and hundreds of
new schools, while 2,000 miles of telegraph lines were built, connecting all
the principal cities and towns. Hundreds of miles also ot public road were
built, harbors were improved, docks
were erected, the
and warehouses
streets of many towns were paved and
the cities were provided with extensive
sewerage systems. Besides this, the
cities were cleaned as they had never
been before and the accumulated filth

trees.

Lit the

GOLD DUST

do

twins

your work."

SPECIALS
FOR SATURDAY NIGHT
A

FROM 7 to 9 P. M:

When cleanliness and economy
are considered

GOLD MUST
;s an absolute necessity in every
home. It is an aid to easy houseGOLD DUST works like
work.
magic in softening hard water and
in taking all dirt from floors and
woodwork. Try it cn wash-da-

IT PAYS TO TRADE AT THE
Cosmopolitan

Patterns

Hade only by

THE K. K. FAIRBANK COMPANY

None Higher

Boston,
St. Louis.
New York,
Makers of FAIRY SOAP.

Chicago,

-

PROFESSIONAL CARDS
MINING ENGINEER.
V.....CLAliK,
. r i l niiu.V.meiauurfc"
i
ini
i cuinicri.
niiiiitiir
West Gold avenue, ...juih nine, N. M.
Specialties Hepnrta, surveys and maps:
plnns and reduction works; mines and
mlnlnir Investments; secnm! hand mining
mnehinerv: rustnm asaaylnff and analysis.

OSTEOPATHY.
Dr. Conner.
of Dr. A. T. Still's School
Post srrad-.mtof Osteopathy, Klrkvllle. Mo. Lung trouble and all rhronlc iIIswijo'S n specialty.
Oinoe. Whit na- build ntt. rooms 21 ana
23; Automatic telephone, 164.
e

-

"

.

uo

A

LEON D.OTERN.Propriltor

DENTISTS

25 dozen of the Finest '$1.50 Kid Gloves 2 clasp in
black, tan, grey and green every pair warranted.
O
Saturday
Night
pair
Special Price per

Edmund J. Alger, L. D. S.
306 Railroad avenue. Offlce hours,
8:30 a. m. to 12:30 p. m.; 1:30 p. m. to
5:00 p. m. Telephone 4G2. Appointments made by mall.

0

LAWYERS
Rodey
Albuquerque, N
M. Prompt attention given to all business
pertaining to the profession, will practice, in all courts of the territory and be
fore the United States land offlce.
.'

emard 8.

ATTORN

Ira

75 pairs of Children's Vici Kid and Satin Calf Shoes
sizes 5 to S, actually worth $1.00 per pair
O

M. Bond

Special Price for Saturday Night

42 F street, N.
lands,
r. C. Pensions,
patents, copyrights, cavlats, letters pat
ent, trade mams, claims.
William D. Lee
ATTORNEY-AT-lxAOlflce. room I
N. T. ArmlJo buildlnir. Will practice ll
all the courts of the territory.
R. W. D. Bryan

ATTORN
W., Washington,

ATTORNE

Y

768 yards of Remnants of 32 and
Percales, t
Best Outing Flannels and Sweliest Organdy Lawns worth
up to 20c a yard Special Price, for two hours
86-in- ch

Albuaueroue. N.

T-LAW,

First National Bank bulldlnf
Frank W. Clancy
ATTORNEY-a- x
LAW. rooms I and 1

M.

Office,

E. W. Dobson
ATTORNEY-AT-LA-

well block, Albuquerque,

Office.

N. M.

Albuquerque,

N. M.

CX)OCOOOCXJCOOCXXXXXXXXXXXX3

Cromwell block

PHYSICIAN
17,

J.H.0y&Co.

J. E. Bronson
Homeopathic Physician,

Whiting Block.
We make the best door and window
screens. They are far superior to any
made in the east at the same price.
Albuquerque Planing Mill company. A.
T. Telephone No. 463.
Room

I

Com

John H. Stlngle,
ATTORNEY-AT-LA-

5

only, per yard

--

N. T. Armijo building, Albuquerque, N.M.

Warning.
Owners of dogs beware of "dag cat
chers." Dogs have been fed poison
For Consumption. Coughs, Colds
where dog catchers passed.
J. ZURL1NDEN.
and all THROAT AND LUNG TROUBLES.
You get your money's worth when
you buy "Diamond ice.
oouiuwesi-Co.
&
Ice
Brewery
ern
o
SubEcriDe ior The" Dally Citizen.
o

,ntlT""

25 bolts of Nos. 40, 50 and 60 Liberty Satin Ribbon in
black, cardinal, leghorn, lavendei, nile, old rose, castor,
navy, pink, light blue and cream ribbons that are worth
from 40c to 50c all over the country.
Special Price for Saturday Night Only, per yard. . .

SHAMPOO

This wonderful medicine positively

cures Consumption, Coughs, Colda
roncliiti8. Asthma, Jrneumoma,
Bw Fever, Pleurisy, LnOrippe.
Hoarseness, SoreThroat and WhoopIf you purcnase a Chlckerlng piano ing Cough. Every bottle guaranteed

THE

SHAMPOO....
25c

DANDRUFF

BANK

OF

COMMERCE

OF

N.

ALBUQUERQUE,

M.

EXTENDS TO DEPOSITORS EVERY PROPER ACCOMMODATION
AND SOLICITS NEW ACCOUNTS.
CAPITAL, 8100,000.00.

SOAP
CURES

WITH AMPLE MEANS
AND UNSURPASSED FACILITIES

YOUR HAIR WITH

EGO TAR

THOUSANDS SAVED BY

o

Mail
Orders
Promptly
Filled

Pape'

y.

We also carry a full line of
Toilet Soap at your own
prices
.. ..5c TO $1.00 a CAKE. . ..

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
M. S. OTERO, President.
W. S. STRICKLER, V. P., and Cashier, W. J. JOHNSON, Asst Cashier
WM. MclNTOSH
GEO. ARNOT.
SOLOMON LUNA
A. M. BLACKWELL
W. A. MAXWELL.
J. C. BALDRIDGE
DEPOSITORY FOR ATCHISON, TOPEKA

&

SANTA FE RAILWAY

--

of the Whltson Music company you
need not hesitate to tell your friends
Esyou have a genuine Chlckerlng.
tablished in Boston, Mass.. in 1823.
o

?ICE

NO PAY.
NO CURE.
50c. and $1. TRIAL BOTTLES

J. H. O'RIELLY

Prescription Druggists
FREE.

Corner 2nd St. and Gold Ave.

Subscribe for The Dally CltUen.

"Diamond Ice," delivered in any
quantity and at all times during the County Normal Institute and Teachers'
Annual Examination.
day. Southwestern Brewery & Ice Co.
o
Notice Is hereby given that in con
The Whltson Music company has se formity with law, beginning on tto
cured the agency for the Chlckerlng last Friday in August. 1U02, being the
pianos. We have received our first 2Sith day of said month, at the court
shipment. Musicians are invited to house In Albuquerque, N. M., will be
held, every morning, for two consecucall and see the genuine Chlckerlng tive
weeks, the county normal institute
piano.
and at the same time the teachers' exo
amination every afternoon. Prof. John
"DIAMOND ICE."
Mueller will act as conductor and in-- ostructor and lectures upon pertinent
Cold Storage.
will be also given by other
Having completed our extensive ice subject
prominent educators of the territory.
plant, we have plenty of cold storage The attendance to the institute is made
room and are ready for orders from compulsory by law upon all desiring to
those desiring cold storage. We can teach within the county.
FRANK A. HUBBELL,
give any desired temperature from 50
Southwestern School Superintendent Bernalillo Coun.
degrees to freezing.
ty.
Brewery and ce company.

OCOCOCOOCOOCOOCOCXXXXXXXXX3

o

street

Gold Avenue.

vm. Giaesner,
Tailor.

....

8outn Second Street,
Alhnqnerque. ft.

Me.

Metropolitan

Corner of First Street and
Railroad Avenue.

o

Foot-Eas-

TTaa stumped hands and Is now one
of the nicest resorts in the city. Best
of liquors served at the bar. Lager
been on draught. Patronage solicited.
LUKt w MIo n,
Proprietor.

e.

A oowder to be shaken into the shoe.
Your feet feel swollen, nervous and hoi
and get tired easily. If you have smart-

EMIL KLE1NWORT,

1902

1882

F. G.

Pratt &

AND EXTOL ITS DELIGHTFULLY

LUXURIOUS APPOINTMENTS
AND THE UNEQUALLED
CUISINc OF THE
'
,c
DINING CAR,
ARE PROOFS
OF THE
'
STATEMENT

Co.

j.,

THAT
AMERICANS

WANT
AND
GET

THE

BEST

S NT A FE

aaooooooaoooooaooao
ggoopooaogaaoooftOQg

..

N. THIRD STBKK7

CALIFORNIA LIMITED

ing feet or tight shoes, try Allen's
Foot Ease. It cools the feet and makes
walking: easy. Cures swollen, sweat
Sole agents for Caalno and Ora brand
lng feet, ingrowing toe nails, bllBters
Canned Goods. Dealers in
and
corns
spots.
Relieves
and callous
Four big bargains in wash
O
and
rest
gives
pains
and
Groceries
bunions of all
O goods. See display ad. Golden
Fancy
and
Staple
comfort. Try it today. Sold by all WM. G0ETTINQ
O Kule Dry Goods Company.
CO, Proprietors.
214 South Second street.
drueeists and shoe stores for 25c
on
Best
Creamery
Butter
non't aeeeDt anv substitute. Trial All kinds ot Fresn Meats bandied, Hlllsboro
earth
'
package free. Address Allen M. Olm
"DIAMOND ICE."
Frea dellTery.
Order solicited.
Sausage making a specialty,
stead, Le Roy, fc. X,

,

SAUSAGE FACTORY.

THE THOUSANDS WHO ANNUALLY TRAVEL ON THE

Automatic 'phone 574

Subscribe for The Citizen.

Use Allen's

and sail Meats:

MASONIC BUILDING.

'7

Order your meat from Tony Michel-bach- ,
the old town butcher. He has
the best.

ffnresh

West Railroad Avenue.

H3

The Union
Market The
West

All

SftVM

2161

207

Meat Market"

CIGARS

o

Notice.
The Rico Cat a serves the best meals
in the city at 15 and 25 cents. Short
orders, 5 cents up, 111 North First

THIRD STREET

JOE RICHARDS,:

--

There is no place like the Lion Store
when you're looking for bargains,

& CO.

.

0

A. E.

O

WALKER

FIRE INSURANCE
Secretary Mutual Bulldinf Association

Offlce

U J. o. BaJdndje'i Lttiber

Yr

THE ALBUQUERQUE DAILY CITIZEN

Gossip of Base Ball
and Other Sports
special train has been arranged for
and is expected to reach here at 10:30
In the forenoon, about the same time
that the Rpeclal train from Las Vegas
with the team and excursionists from
that town will come in. New Mexican.

BASE BALL.

Western League.
At St. Joseph
4
Milwaukee
2
St. Joseph
Batteries: Swormstedt and Lucia;
Chinn and Rolph.
Look Pleasant, Please.
Fourteen Innings were required to
Photographer C. C. Harlan, of Eaton, Ohio, can do so now, though for
decide game.
years he couldn't, because he suffered
At Kansas City
5 untold agony irom the worst form of
Kansas City
All physicians and medb indigestion.
Peoria
failed to help him till he tried
Batteries: Gibson and Messitt; Hart icines
Electric Bitters, which worked such
end Wilson.
wonders for him that he declares they
v.
At Colorado Springs
are a godsend to sufferers from dys-3
Denver
jps'.a and stomach troubles. Unrivaled
0 for diseases of the stomach, liver and
Colorado Springs
Batteries: Lembke and Wilson; and kidneys, they build up and give new
life to the whole system. Try them.
Jones and Baerwald.
Only 50c. Guaranteed by all druggists.
At Des Moines
5
Pes Moines
BASE BALL NOTES.
3
Omaha
Batteries: Hotter and Lobeck; Pears Abbreviated Pointers About the Leaand Gonding.
gues and the Players.
The Texas league is making plans
American League.
At Chicago
for expansion next season. It is said
4 that Ted Sullivan is engineering a deal
Chicago
1 to take In Galveston and Houston.
Philadelphia
Batteries: Patterson and McFar-land- ;
It Is rumored that the Boston trio.
Hustings and Powers.
Soden, Conant and Billings, are to sell
Second game
cut their interests to their sons, three
4 young and popular men in the cultured
Chicago
5 district.
Philadelphia
Batteries: Piatt and McFarland;
President Johnson is In the east for
Waddell and Schreck.
the present. He is enjoying the merry
At Cleveland
click of the turnstiles tnat tell him of
5 the most successful season base ball
Cleveland
3 has experienced in years.
Washington
Batteries: Joss and Bemi3; Carrick
The Boston Nationals may strengthand Clarke.
en until the cows come home and they
At Detroit-Det- roit
may gather together a better team
4 than Jimmy Collins has. but the fact
0 remains the crowd is with Coll'ns.
Boston
Batteries: Mercer and Buelow;
In Frank Chance Selee has a splenSparks and Warner.
did first baseman and a good batter,
At St. Louis
while he is in the game. But the diff1 iculty is in keeping him in.
He is one
St. Louis .
0 of the most unlucky players in the
Haiti more
Batteries: Donahue and Kahoe; Ka-to- business.
and Smoot.
Besides Jack O'Connor it looks as
though Tannehill and Chesbro, of the
National League.
Pittsburg team, will be found In the
At Pittsburg-Pittsb- urg
American league next year. Neither of
11
these men have agreed to give Drey- 3
Chicago
fuss his services for 1903 as yet.
Batteries: Phiyppl and Smith; TayDenver people have run away with
lor and Kllng.
the funny Idea that games In the Western league are fixed. Denver has a
American Association.
good team, but It has been up against
At St. Paul
2 It, dropping them here and there when
St. Paul
8 it would seem as though they should
Milwaukee
win.
At Minneapolis
A story coming from Lajole at Bos
8
Minneapolis
C ton is to the effect that he was offered
Kansas City
a $20,000 contract for two years with
At Indianapolis
Larry
4 the New Vorks by McGraw.
Indianapolis
3 says there isn't money enough in New
Columbus
York to make him break his contract
At Louisville
with Cleveland.
9
Louisville
Wall, released by McGraw from the
1
Toledo
New York team, has received notice
At Panama, Columbia, by Chamber-Iain'- s from Ned Hanlon to join his Trolley
Ned Is in sore
Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Dodgers at Pittsburg.
need of players, and he may be able to
Remedy.
Dr. Chas. H. Utter, a prominent make something out of the McGraw
physician of Panama, Colombia, in a castoff.
Selee's Cubs are drawing about as
recent letter states: 'Last larch I
bad as a patient a young lady sixteen heavily as Shettsline's Quakers were
years of age, who had a very bad at- during the latter recent home series.
tach, of dysentery. Everything I pre- The Cubs have dropped every one of
scribed for her proved ineffectual and the home scries and are rapidly headshe was growing worse every hour. ing for
the second division in that Na
Her parents were sure She would die.
She had become so weak that she tional league walkover.
It is said that when Jones was suscould not turn over in bed. What to
do at this critical moment was a study pended by New York for attacking
for me, but I thought of Chamberlain's Umpire Emslie and later joined the
Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy Toronto Eastern league team, it was
and as a last resort prescribed it. The with the consent of the New York
most wonderful result was effected. team, which still has a line on him and
Within eight hours she was feeling
much better; Inside of three days she will use him next season.
Big Ed Greniinger, the man of whom
was upon her feet and at the end of
one week was entirely well." For sale so many pretty things were said at the
by all druggists.
beginning of the season, is receiving
o
sr. me pretty severe pumps from the
THAT SUNDAY GAME.
Boston papers. Ed isn't making so
ninny home runs and
Will Draw a Big Crowd to the Territor- drives as he was earlier in the game.
ial Capital.
The race In the American is a conAn effort is being made by the Las test between teams and sections, with
Vegas boys to
the Santa Fe Cen- Hoston and Philadelphia in the cast
trals to play a return game there Sun- and Chicago and St. Louis In the west,
day after next nnd take a big crowd all first place possibilities, although it
along with them.
must be admitted that the Athletics
have Hip inside track at the present.
August KiiPchner has formed a band
Geno De Montreville is liable to reof twelve rooters who will greatly as- ceive a large and juicy increase in salsist In entertaining the Vegas ball play- ary next season. The Boston Nationals
ers Sunday. The Santa Fe boys are are at him night ami day to sign with
determined to keep up their record for them, but Gene isn't in any hurry. He
hospitality.
has played splendid ball this s ason.
and his services will lie in great
There will be between .'.'" and i"0
before the opening of another
excursionists from Las Vegas and Al- season.
buquerque in the city on Sunday next.
It is said that Comiskey is after
They should receive the most cordial Leach and Wagner, of the I'irat 's.
reception and the kindest of treatment. These two players would be great
Holt I proprietors and restaurant men streiiL'theners to the outfit that Comb-kshould govern themselves accordingly. ey
has already signed for next seaThe crowd will be large and it will be son, as both are leading players In
hungry, and what is more it will want their positions and can lace the ball
to be well fed.
with a grent degree of consistency.
j

p

.

.'

three-cornere-

jt

d

it is expected that there will be between "" and 300 people from Las Vegas ami between 2"ii and 3"0 from Albuquerque present at the base ball
frame between Twitchell's Las Vegas
team and Martin's Santa Fe Centrals
on Sunday next. The hotel proprietors and restaurant men should take
the necessary precautions to comfortpbly take care of between 5no and 0oo
people on that day.
Colonel It. E. Twitchell, manager of

the Las Vegas base ball team, has been

and has done great
work towards getting up an excursion
from the Duke city to this city on Sun- Vay next. He has succeeded and it is
Relieved that not less than 30 persons
nnd probably more will come up on a
fecial train on Sunday next to enjoy
A
fee baseball game that afternoon.
in Albuquerque

Foley's Kidney Crj Is a iuedicine
free from poisons and will cure any
case of kidney disease that is not beyond the reach of medicine..
OLD ARIZONA CAMPS.
New Companies and Better Facilities
Reviving the Several Good Districts.

correspondent, writing to the Denver News from Phoenix, A. T., under
date of August 2, says:
The rehabilitation of the Tombstone
mines is in full sway. Since the organization of the Tombstone Consolidated Mines company. Limited, development has progressed rapidly and
thousands of dollars have been expended and hundreds of nu n are now
employed. The machinery has been
made to order and includes the largest
pumps and boilers ever used in Ari- A

zona mining. The
shaft is now down to water level, one
compartment being equipped with extra heavy steel gallows frame made
especially for operating the big pumps.
In the old days of prosperity the
camp did not have railroad connections, but now an extension of the El
Paso & Southeastern railway is being
built and the camp will soon be con
nected by rail with the outside world.
The status of affairs at the great
United Verde mine remains the same.
The fire has not been definitely located
so far as outside people are aware.
Senator Clark arrived at Jerome a few
days ago. and it is reported that plans
have been made to systematically fight
the fire which has been raging so
Work at
fiercely and destructively.
the mines., however, in the way of Improvements. Btill goes on.
The big
smelter is being put in the best working order possible, and when operations are again taken up the mines will
lie conducted on a larger scale than
heretofore.
Word has reached here that George
E. Sanders, superintendent of the Angel mines in the Wiekenburg district,
has purchased the interest of Hathaway & campony, of New York, in those
properties. He was interested In the
mines and was active in conducting
their development before Hathaway &
company obtained an Interest. Mr.
Sanders is now in the east and the
terms of the transfer have net been
learned.
The Berger- - Johnson gold strike in
tne San Domingo district, east of
Wiekenburg, is wituout parallel in that
country- - It is the subject of mining
talk throughout central Arizona. The
strike was made in a small prospect
hole, and so astonished the discoverer
when he first entered the ledge that he
thought he was the victim of an optical Illusion. He has already taken
out several thousand dollars in gold
by means of a hand mortar, and works
the claim alone. W. B. roy and H.
William Stevens, of New York, offered
a $12,000 bond for an interest In the
claim, but were refused. These two
mining men are conducting work on
the Exposition company's holdings in
the White Picacho district, which
the place of the rich strike, and
are familiar with the formations and
character of ore in that country, and
did not make the offer with their eyes
shut.
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YourDoctor
Always comes promptly?
Ever faithful? Saved your
life? Then hold fast to him.
We believe in doctors. Ask
yours about Ayer's Cherry
Pectoral for hard colds,
coughs of all kinds, asthma,
bronchitis, and other throat
and lung troubles. For 60
years doctors have used it.
used Aycr'3 Cherrv Pectoral
"I have
years. Just a little of it cures a

for 52
cold and stops a cough."
Hamilton, Marietta, Ohio.
25c, Mc.,

J. C.

.

AVER CO.,

A. G.

Lowell.

Mat.

STOVE REPAIRS.
Borradalle & Co.,
117 Gold Ave.

Notice of Suit.
In the District Court of the Second
Judicial District, Valencia County,
Territory of New Mexico.
Maurice Bernard Fuller. Plaintiff, vs.
Annie M. Fuller, Defendant. No. 1300.
You, Annie M. Fuller, the defendant
in the alove entitled cause, are hereby
notified that a complaint has been filed
in the District Court of Valencia County, Territory of New Mexico, by the
plaintiff, Maurice Bernard Fuller, praying that the bonds of matrimony be
dissolved between himself and you,
the defendant, upon the grounds of desertion and abandonment on the part
of you, the defendant, and for general
relief, and that unless you appear or
answer the complaint in said cause in
saiJ court on or before the Third day
of October, A. D. 1902, the said
plaintiff will apply to the Court for the
relief demanded In the complaint, and
judgment by default will be entered

against

you.
W. E. DAME,

Clerk of Said Court.
JOHN H. STINGLE,
Attorney for Plaintiff, Albuquerque,
N. M.

ad-Joi-

All Were Saved.
"For years 1 sutterea sucn untold misery from bronchitis," writes J. H.
Johnston, of Broughton. Ga., "that often I was unable to work. Then, when
everything else failed, I was wholly
cured by Dr. King's New Discovery for
consumption. My wife suffered Intensely from asthma, till it cured her, and
all our experience goes to show It is
the best croup medicine in the world."
A trial will convince you it's unrivaled
for throat and lung diseases. Guaranteed bottles 50c and $1.00. Trial
bottles free at all druggists.

Drowned in a Tank.
from Prescott, Arizona,
says: Hugh Matheson was drowned
at Walker. He was taken with cramps
while bathing in a small tank which
feeds the mill at the Victor company's
.
mine.
Matheson was a cyanide expert and
formerly ran assay offices at Silverton
and Cripple Creek, Colo. It is believed
MatheBon was related to Superintendent Matheson, formerly with the Philadelphia smelter. Pueblo, now at Perth
A telegram

(Homestead Entry No. 5S50.)
Notice for Publication.
Department of the Interior, Land Office
at Santa Fe, N. M., August 1G, 1902.
Notice Is hereby given that the following-named
settler has filed notice
of his intention to make final proof In
support of his claim, and that said
proof will be made before U. S. C.
Commissioner John W. Corbett at East
View, N. M., on Sept. 27. 1902, viz.:
Juan Jose Montoya for the lots 1 and 2,
and e'i nw4 sec 24, T 6 N, R B E.
He names the following witnesses to
prove bis continuous residence upon
and cultivation of said land, viz.:
Jose Seberiano Sanchez, of Torreon,
N. M.; Lorenso Sainora, of Torreon, N.
M.; Jose Samora, of Torreon, N. M.J
Todosio Maldonado, of Torreon, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO, Register.
"THE GIRL FROM UP THERE"

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO.
6hoes, Clothing cr C
.ries But Everything In the
Dr
ods Line.
AgenU for McCal'
All Patterns 10 and 15 cts.
Mail Orders Solicited
d Filled Same Day as Received.
No

.

0t"ie.

Final WindUp Sale of
Summer Goods
THE CLIMAX OF BARGAIN GIVING.

For Over Sixty Vears.
tr:et remedy.
Mrs. Winsk 's Soothing Syrup has
been used for over sixty years by
millions of mothers for their children
while teethi rig with perfect success.
It soothes the child, soften the gums,
allays all pain, cures wind colic, and
Is
is the best remedy for diarrhoea.
pleasant tc the taste. Sold by druggists in every part of the world.
Twenty-fivcents a bottle. Its value
Be sure and ask for
is incalculable.

BETWEEN PRESENT AND ORIGINAL PRICES.

o

F. A. Jones,

fc. M.,

C. E.

RE-

IS AN IMMENSE DISCREPANCY

FOLLOWING ITEMS TELL THE STORY.

READ

THEM:

Ladies' Dressing Sacques

Ladfcs' Wash Skirts

and Kimonas

All our 75 cent and 85 csnt wash skirts,
reduced to
Lots 2 and 3 All our wash and linen skirts, selling
to $1.75, only
Lots 4 and 5 White pique and linen skirts, sold up to
$4.00, only
Lot 6 White pique and linen skirts, sold up to $5.50,

All we have in stock made of nice,

sheer lawns and madras, trimmed with
lace and embroidery, sold up
$1.00, only

OUC

CJO
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7Z-u-
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WASH SUITS
We have divided our stock of wash and linen shirt waists Into two lots:
Lot
only

Pink and blue chambray, trimmed with band of same goods, worth $3.50

1

(J

H75

Lot 2 Pink and blue chambray suits, trimmed with lace and embroidery insertion, also all our linen
suits, trimmed with bands and linen collars, cold up to 6.00
only

Wrappers

Ladies' White Shirt Waists
Lots 3 and 4, made of nice sheer India Linon, trimmed with
lace or embroidery insertion, sold up to $1.25,
3UC
only
Lots 5 and 6, sold up to $2.00,
7C3C
only
Lots 7, 8, 9 and 10, consist of silk, linen, batistes, linen with
"7C
embrolderd dotts, wash silk waist and all our finest white
$li I U
waists, sold up to $6.50, only

Ladies' Shirt Waists

iBMBMBMBBlBBWMsaBBlMHBHHsMsl

Petticoats
Made of lawn and madras, good
quality, well worth up to $1, Cfm
your choice

All our short pieces of edging and insertions have been put oif
the remnant counter and will be sold at one half their former
price

0JZ

waists sold up '

ff

Laces, Embroideries, etc,

Our entire stock of ladies colored
shirt waists divided Into two lots, nothing reserved. Lots 3 and 4, Cf
waists sold up to $1.25, only. .
6,

Made of lawn, madras, percales,
trimmed with lace or embroidery, made
1
well and full in size, worth up
$liUU
to $2.00, your choice...;

7

DC

Our entire stock of lawn, divided Into two lots:
Lot 1 Sold up to 20 cents,
omy
Lot 2 Includes all our better lawn wash goods,
,
sold up to 60 cents, only,

:.5C
IOC

Ladies' Black and Colored Dress Skirts
our lined and unlined lightweight wool skirts, made of mistrel cloth, bunting, canvas cloth, cheviots,
trimmed with satin and taffeta, worth from $3 to $15, will be sold at a discount of 25 per cent.
All

says there isn't a collar, cuff or
shirt front laundered anywhere in
the country that can compare with

our laundry work. The color and
finish are superb, and they always
give genuine satisfaction to our patrons. Ladles' fchiit waists are laso
laundered in a manner that makes
them look like new, ami tho color Is
preserved longer than by having
them done by any other method.

Imperial Laundry

THE ECONOMIST

Railroad Time Tables

THE ECONOMIST

The richest products of the world's best manufac- turers in Boys' Clothinghih grade materials at
low cost. Why not brin your boy here and pur- - i
chase him an entirely new outfit for school opening?
OXOOOCOOOOOOOOC

I,

Back of Postoffice.

u'J

i

o

e

take no other kind.

PRICES ON ALL SUMMER MERCHANDISE HAVE BEEN

DUCED AND STILL AGAIN AND AGAIN REDUCED TILL THERE

THE ECONOMISl

An old and well

ECONOMIST

The Economist

Lots 5 and
to $2.25, only

Amboy.
A Worm Killer.
J. A. J. Montgomery, Puxlco, Wayne
Co.. Mo., writes: "I have little twin
girls, who have been bothered with
worms all their lives. I tried everything to relieve them which failed until I used White's Cream Vermifuge;
the first two doses brought four
doses, twelve, one of them measuring
twelve Inches; the other child was
only relieved of four worms. It is a
most excellent medicine." White's
Cream Vermifuge is good for children.
It not only destroys worms, it helps
the child to perfect growth, wards off
sickness. 20c. at Cosmopolitan Pharmacy IS. Ruppe.

Tut

THE ECONOMI81

THE ECONOMIST

Iippi

Consulting Mining Engineer
Field assistant U. S. Geological Survey
Albuquerque. N. M.
Correspondence solicited.
(U Effect June 1, ll02.)
Tin, naivanizen Iron ana coppei
ARRIVE FROMTHE NORTH.
work. Albuquerque Hardware compa
No. 1, California Express
7:15 p.m.
ny.
No. 7, Mex. & Cal. L'xpn ss. .10:05 p.m.
No. 3, California Limited
10:50 a.m.
CLOUDCROFT
LEAVE GOING NORTH.
The Roof Garden of the Southwest.
No. 2,
Express
8:30 a.m.
The season at Cloudcroft will open No. 4, Atlantic
Chicago Limited
11:55 p.m.
dining
lodge,
1,
on June
hall and No. 8, Chicago
the
Express
7:30 p.m.
lunch counter having been placed unFROM SOUTH.
der the able management of the popu- No. 22,ARRIVES
Atlantic Express
7:10 a.m.
lar hotel proprietor and manager, Geo.
LEAVES GOING SOUTH.
Waterman.
No.
27,
Express
Mexico
11:00 pm.
The fame of Cloudcroft as the premARRIVE FROM WEST.
ier summer resort of the southwest No. 2, Atlantic
Express
8:05 a.m.
has been heralded far and wide, and No. 4. Chicago Limited
11:45 p.m.
patrons may rest assured its reputa- No. 8, Chicago Express
6:45 p.m.
tion will not be allowed to suffer this
LEAVE GOING WEST.
year. Extensive improvements have No. 1. California
Knr, ss.
!lSrim
been made In the way of accommoda- No. 3, California Limited
11:00 a.m.
tions and out door as well as indoor No. 7, Mex. & Cal. Express. .10:45
p.m.
amusements and entertainment.
No. 7
carry mail from the east
For a booklet regarding Cloudcroft. and No. will
2 from the west.
or Xurther Information regarding this
No. 3 arrives Thursday and Monsummer resort, call on nearest coupon days. No.
4 arrives Tuesday and Friticket agent, or address,
days.
A. N. MOWS,
freight
No. S'J. going south.
I. Route,
G. P. A., E. P.-passengers.
carries
El Paso, Texas.
Agent.
L.

Jiitna,
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Youth Suits ages 13 to 20 in blacks,
blues and cheviot fancies in two button,
double breasted, single breasted, military
and regular cut a large variety $8.00
to $18.00
Dunlap $5.00 Hats Hawes $3.00
Hats; Nelson $3.50 Shoes;
Suits Made to Order.

Boys Single and Double Breasted Knee
Suits,
from $3,00 to $7.00.
Boys' Shirts, Boys' Caps, Boys' Knee
Pants, Boys' Shoes, Boys' Hats, Boys'
Gloves, Boys' Hose all these things at

n. flANDELL
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SERIOUSLY

A. J. Wertz, the

Charles A. Spiess went over to Santa
Fe last evening to attend an adjourned

INJURED.

VictlithBasaa!!-Ball-Mi-

Williams

MiW

KUMBER PERSONAL PARAGRAPHS.

MATTERS.

cession of supreme court.
Jerry Qulnn returned yesterday
his trtfifW Cfcago whore Warden Appointed-Surv- ey
of Grant
s$
be left his wife
an operation
'
Beceived-VLan;.'performed.
Office Business,
t
B. JL Newlee. HHartzell ana Ceull
Hays left yesterday evening for El
Paso to attend to some surveying
ASSESSMENT ROLLS FILED.

'

there.

Mrs. Jefferson Ruby came down

Special Correspondence.

OFFICIAL

yes-

terday evening from Raton to vl3it
.
While with the family of Engineer

From sale cf compiled laws, $8.50.

CLASSIFIED ADS.

INDIGESTION,
Dyspepsia, Flatulency, Constipation or
any ether ailment arising from a weak
or disordered stomach can be quickly
and permanently cured by tlie use of
Hostetter's Stomach Bitters. It has a
rec ord of fifty years of sucn cures back
of It, and we therefore urge every sufferer to try It. It will cure you. The
genuine has our Private Stamp over
the neck of the bottle.

Note

advertisements
or rather "liners," one cent a word for
All classified

each Insertion. Minimum charge for
any classified advertisements, 15 cents.
In order to Insure proper classification
all "liners" should be left at this office not later than 3 o'clock p. m.
FOR RENT.

t7

I

0. W.

STRONG & SONS,;

FUNERAL

.J

H

DIRECTORS.

Marble and Granite Monuments
Local Undertakers Santa Fe Pacific Railroad.

FOR RENT Nicely furnished front
room with alcove and bath; suitable
for lady or gentleman. Inquire at
No. 315 West Lead avenue.
FOR RENT Two or three unfurnished rooms to parties without children; new and modern and centrally
located. Inquire at Bennett Curio
store. North First street.
house and
FOR RENT Five-roolath. Inquire of O. N. Marron.
FOR RENT Furnished rooms with
bath. Enquire No. 513 West Fruit
avenue.
FOR RENT 7 room house, 208 North
Arno. Win. Kleke.
FOR RENT Two or three furnished
rooms for house keeping. 213 South
Third street.
FOR RENT Furnished room In pri
vate family, with bath. 516 north
Second street.

Hawks-worthBoth Phones In Our Office
201 211 North Second Street.
Las Vcgns. N. M.. Aug. 28.
Agent Named.
HOSTETTER'S
working at the turntaMe at the round
designated
Thompson
boon
E.
has
J.
John Boyle, one of Raton's young
house last night about C:30, A. J. men.
through yesterday evening as agent of the Colorado Supply comSTOMACH BITTERS.
Wert had the misfortune to, receive to Sanwent
Francisco,
and was met at the pany, of Madrid, with Madrid as the
quite a serious Injury. He was stand
place
of
business.
principal
WORKS BOTH WAYS.
young
by a number of that
ing by the turntable as an engine was train here
some totlmony heard, tne Justice fined
friends.
man's
Fish and Game Warden Appointed.
moving on to the table, and the Jolt
Alvln $10. He paid $3 of the fine and
The meat you got from us pleases
M. Harrold has transferred to the
Governor Otero has appointed R. L. promised Marshal McMillin to pay the
caused by the heavy engine striking
only the consumer but the chef as
not
company
large
amount
a
Ranch
Chambers, of Agua de Lobo. Taos remainder this afternoon.
Alvin Is
the table, throw up the large iron pole, Placita
well, for a good cook delights in meats
Bo- county, fish
Alamos,
a
is
Los
of
land
near
it
table,
strikgame
move
the
and
warden for that known as a remarkable gentleman to
which is used to
that will broil, roast or lioll in such a
ttling up of affairs of some of the own- county.
argue points, so when he met the mar-sna- l
ing Mr. Wertz on the Ictt side of the
manner as to look good and taste good.
The
consideration
ers
ranch.
of
head, knocking him off Into the table was the
this afternoon he renewed arguGetja tough piece of steak here, if you
of Gljosa Orsnt Received.
Survey
fl.
A
unconscious.
him
rendering
ments In his ence and the injustice
pit and
can you are doomed to ignominious
I. L. Chavez, deputy clerk of the
Henry P. Erowa has transferred to
carriage was called and Mr. Werti redone mm, saying that he proposed to
failure, for that is one kind of stock
reIn
M.
of
private
claims,
a
lots
number
lana
Ireland
has
court
James
of
get oven with Tlmmons, if it took all
moved to his home at the corner of
we never have' on' hand.
grant,
survey
Vegas.
Gijosa
$115.
cf the
Consideration.
ceived the
Eleventh street and Lincoln avenue East Las
dimmer. The marshal told the gifted
county.
grant
yesterday
was
The
contains
J.Ilss
Bella
in
Williams
Taos
thought
care to
and a physician called. It wa3
evening married by Father Gladu ct 1G.3C5 acie3. The survey is subject to window cleaner that he did not
listen to his arguments but wanted the
at first the Injury was decidedly seri- the Sanitarium
Johnson,
L.
court,
to
those
approval
John
but
of
the
the
ous, but reports today are very encour- formerly
remainder of tne fine, wheieupou Alof El Paso, but now a resi- interested are privileged to examine vin
Mr.
aging and he is much better.
said he would pay when he got
dent of this city. The bride is a daugh- the same.
FOR SALE.
good and ready, or something to that
"Werts Is quite elderly, and such a ter
musician,
of
Williams,
William
ter
the
rehead,
makes
it
on
the
marshal,
blow
eneet.
was
tnen
the
It
rible
that
Land Office Business.
FOR SALE 200 egg incubator and
and is an accomplished young lady.
markable he was not killed instantly.
two brooders; price $12.50. J. M. A NICE RUG FOR BABY
Homestead Entries Paulina de la taking hold of the man, piloted him
ceremony,
per
was
which
Aiter
the
A telegram from II. E. Twitchell. at formed at 7 o'clock,
Kane, 1215 South Second street.
Soledad M. de. Lujan. Wagon Mound, gently to the city calaboose, v. here he
accomcouple,
the
Aibuauerque. announces the fact that
to play on in one of our domestic
will linger tintil he agrees to meet the FOR SALE A bargain, $250
1C0 acres, Mora county; D'.na P.
by
for a
panied
Romero,
Mrs.
Mr.
and
Eon
weaves
ct $1.(10. to $3.00, or a fine
lie has signed Cosgrove. Albuquerque's who stood up with the couple, ad
Wagoa Mound. lfiO acres, lalance of his fine In full.
nearly
consisting
home,
of
mountain
rug for your parlor, dining
Axminster
crack first baseman, for the game at journed to
county;
Lorenclto
Crlatinla.
Mora
an acre and a half of ground; 72 fruit
the home of Mr. Williams,
jlck headacne absolutely and permaroom, hall or library, at prices ranging
Santa Fe Sunday. He also says Man- where, with a large number of friends
1G0 acres.
Valencia county; nently
good
house,
trees;
adobe
furnished.
cured by using Mokl Tea. A
ager Martin, of the Santa Fe Centrals, a wedding repast was served and the Longino Chavez, Puerto tie Luna, icn
Inside measurement 13x24 feet; tent from $3.50 to $27.00, you will find in a
pleasant herb drink. Cures constipagreat variety of patterns and in the
county.
is trying to get Sonler, of Albuquerque,
Guadalupe
acres,
you
11x16; good poultry yard and hen
eat,
evening spent in making merry until
tion and Indigestion, makes
and Kwing, of Denvpr, to do the twirl- a
coop; chickens and chicks about 60. richest aud most exquisite colorings in
sleep, work and happy. Satisfaction
hour.
ing for the Centrals. An excursion of late
County Assessment Rclla Filed.
guaranteed or money back 23c and
For particulars address "L. H." care our superb stock. We handle the best
Furlong
N.
Is
ill
home
quite
his
at
J.
Linoleums. Prices
400 is being arranged from Albuquer:.0c. Write to W. H. Hooker & Co., Buf
Eaquibel.
San
of
Jose
Assessor
S.
Postmaster Placitas, via Bernalillo, grade of Imported
N. Y., for free sample. J. H.
Navajo
pattern Rugs $1.73
reasonable.
falo,
que to Santa Fe to Join the Vegas on Douglas avenue.
assessMiguel
county,
filed
has
the
Mexico.
New
The insurance company have adjustcrowd, which will be near 3G0, it is
ment rolls for the year l!'i2 for his O'Rielly &. Co. and B. 11. BWggs & FOR SALE Well paying confection- to $3.00.
by
Eldorado
tne
fire
at
loss
ed
the
Co.
now calculated. Five coaches and a
ery store In good location. Party
hotel, paying $242.50 on the $1,000 county with the territorial auditor
baggage car will take the Vegas crowd policy.
Co.
The entire assessment is $t.3i8.2oo, an
leaving town. Address Y. Z., CitiThe Cabinet serves a hot free lunch
down.
zen office.
Increase over 1T1 of $r02,428. Asses- every morning between 10 ana 11
Raton
down
End
M.
from
R.
West
is
Baker
Viaduct
Ishmael Delgado, who has been quite seeing friends
Gonzales, of Santa Fe o'clock. Give us a call.
COPXR1SJCQ
FOR SALE Several beautiful homes Cor. Second Street and Gold Avenue
and transacting a little sor AnaBtacio
filed
and city lots. These are bargains
county,
sick here, is reported better today.
the assessment rolls
has
& HARRIS, Props.
JONES
today.
business,
appreciated.
and must be seen to ta
county for the year 1902. The
The school children are getting
o
Miss Emma Hoffman departed this for his
No trouble to show property.
See OXXXXXXXXXX)00000000
ready for the opening of school Mon afternoon
taxable value Is $2,037,390, an Increase
GRAND MASTER KELLY.
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for
home
her
McQuade.
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day. The buildings are being cleaned,
1901
of $229,219.
spending several weeks here and over
by the Local Lodges of FOR SALE Several hundreds pounds
Entertained
and all made fresh for the youngsters. after
A
among
neighboring
resorts.
the
of bran new brevier and small pica;
A CLEANLY AGE.
A letter from Seraplo Romero at
Odd
Fellows.
farewell supper was given last night
good type stands, tables, etc. In fact
Toreon, says they hnve had five days by
The four local branches of the I. O.
C. Schlott to a number of Twentieth Century Ideas Incline ToJ.
Mrs.
a country newspaper outfit furnishDRUGGIST
raining
still
was
it
of rain there, and
O. F. united last evening in meeting
most
friends.
intimate
noffman's
Miss
ed. Inquire or address The Citizen.
Preventatives.
Sanitation
and
ward
when he wrote. Toreon is in Valencia
grand
Kelly,
E.
Socorro,
of
W.
with
Edward Hamblin returned on No. 8
1 1 7
county. The Manzano mountains, near
Nowadays scientists believe that in master of the New Mexico department. FOR SALE Several hundred pounds
night from a trip around the coun
papers,
wrapping
good
for
old
of
prevenof
secret
lies
by, have also received a good drench- last
the
The branches represented in the Joint
with his sample grips. He reports cleanliness
purposes, cheap. Address, The Citiing and everybody In the neighborhood try
tion of diseases.
session were Albuquerque encampment
good business.
zen, Albuquerque, N. M.
' To prevent a disease, remove
the
in
la happy.
1,
Har4,
lodge
No.
Albuquerque
No.
Mrs. J. W. Stites, who has been vis cause..
'
SALE Old papers, 25 cents per
FOR
C. W. Browne is moving his family
17, and Triple Link
mony
lodge
No.
weeks,
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two
city
iting
in
the
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.
hundred, at the Citizen ofllce.
Into one of the Jobe flatB today. Mr. will tomorrow
Just as unclean habits breed many lodge No. 10, D. of R. After disposing
return to her home at diseases,
will breed of the official business, the , members
so
Browne, who was the manager of the
habits
careless
Bernardino, Cal.
WANTED.
Browne, Manzanares company, at El San
dandruff.. Improper use of another's aud guests adjourned to the banquet
H. J. Ryan left this afternoon for
of
a
surely
become
now
cause
etc.,
resident
will
combs,
will
brushes,
Paso,
was served. WANTED Messenger boys, Western
Santa Fe to look after the inspection dandruff, and, In time, will just as hall, where a royal supper
Xas Vegas, as the branch house there of
This was followed by an Informal reUnion Telegraph company.
a
of
ties.
lot
surely cause baldness.
haa been discontinued.
ception that lasted late. Grand Master WANTED A dining room girl. Mrs.
accom
will
wife
W.
and
Collins
J.
Mrs. Jule Daniels will give a party
mlcroblc Infection, nothing more Kelly returned to Socorro oa a late
Meyers, 303 South First street.
their son to Atchison, Kan.,, to- norIt'sless.
tonight in honor of Miss Delia Wray, pany
train, well pleased with the conditions WANTED To rent furnished house,
enyoung
will
man
morrow,
where
the
Newbro's Herplcule kills the dan- of the local lodges.
of Los AngelcB.
school.
6 rooms, modern preferred; no in'
germ, and causes hair to grow
F. A. Manzanares will leave tomor terWill
has- leen laid up druff
Trainer,
who
Valids and no children. P. O. Box
"I had a running, itching sore on my
Herplclde is absolutely
row with his son, Manuel, for Notre
luxuriantly.
with a badly sprained shoulder, has re
109.
grease of other injurious sub- log. Suffered tortures. Doan s Oint
Dame college, at Notre Dame, Ind.
firing on the Santa free from
ment took away the burning and itch- WANTED A TRUSTWORTHY GEN- Guy Gatchel continues to Improve, sumed his work at
stances.
Fe.
ing instantly and quickly effected per
o
tlcman or lady in each county to
and is almost able to sit up.
Miss May Young, one of Levy's popmanage business for an old estab
manent cure." C. W. Lenhart, Bowl
baby
left
What ur. Henry Says.
aud
Hlndman
Mrs. Arthur
clerks, left today for Raton, where
lished house of solid financial stand'
Dr. J. A. Henry Is In from Camp ing Green, Ohio.
thla afternoon for her parents' home in ular
ing. A straight, bona fide weekly
Nothing has been she will put in a couple of weeks' vaca- Whitcomb. He says that George OliMarcellne. Mo.
visiting.
tion
salary of $18 paid by check each
SWEDES ARE COMING
ver's body has not been found and is
heard of the whereabouts of the hus .
family
his
Wednesday with all expenses direct
not 'likely to be unless a systematic
band, who deserted her. The railroad up.J. W. Harrison brought
from Glorleta and they will spend search is made. He also says that Hard Times and Coneoripticn Laws
Money advan
from headquarters.
boys, ever generous, made up a purse
Sending Them Here.
winter here, where the children Oliver could not have walked more
Manager, 310
ced for expenses.
of $35, got her a pass and sent her the
Stockholm, Aug. 29. Driven from
They have taken than half a mile, in the condition he
will go to school.
Caxton Building, Chicago.
home as happy as she could be under apartments
at Gilchrist's on Sixth was when he left the camp. Oliver their homes by the unprecedented hard WANTED Manager. We desire to
the circumstances.
stringent conscription
employa trustworthy person to man
was under Dr. Henry's care while at times and the
Miss Rodey, the popular school street.
laws In Sweden, an unusually large
J. Slanc, a prominent ranchman from the springs.
age business In this county and ad- teacher, returned this afternoon from
making
number of Scandinavians are
on the Rock Island near Santa Rosa, Is
Joining territory. Our house is well
her vacation trip to Denver.
tlielr way to American this summer.
and favorably known. $20 straight
His Sight Threatened.
Mrs. Dawson and daughter came in the city on cattle business.
The pupils at the new school will
"While picnicking last month my 11 Every steamer leaving for America is
cash salary and all expenses paid
down this afternoon from Dawson for
drink distilled water. They will have year old boy was poisoned by some crowded, and the transport Hues are
each week by check direct from
a visit here.
of
says
Dibble,
H.
plant,"
W.
or
weed
coping with rT.e greatest rush since
Expense money adheadquarters.
Mrs. Annie Hesselden and brother it by the larrel.
poi
City,
"He
rubbed
Iowa.
the
Stenographers are short in the mar- Sioux
the early 80s. Many are unable to ob
unnec; previous experience
vanced
came in this afternoon from Trinidad
eyes
for
off
his
and
son
Into
hands
passage at Scandinavian ports and
have been numerous a while bis
essary; position permanent. Address
we were afraid he would lose tain
and stopped off for a couple of days ket here. There
them lately, and one is want- his sight. Finally a neighbor recoil are obliged to go to Liverpool and
Thomas J. Cooper, manager, 1040
before returning to their home in Albu calls for big
by
Tucumcari house now.
a
ed
Caxton building, Chicago, 111.
mended De Witt's Witch Hazel Salve Southampton.
querque.
Ray Towner, who has been visiting The first application helped him and in
It i estimated that 15,000 passen WANTED A few domestics and cooks
Mrs. E. L. Hamblin returned this
here, Mrs. Charles Daugherty, a few days he was as well as ever, gers for America have left Copenha
for private families. W. B. Gilman.
afternoon from her trip to Raton, his aunt
today
for his home in Fort Scott, For skin disease, cuts, burns, scalds, gen alone during the past six months.
left
where she visited Mrs. Van Houten.
At once, a number of
WANTED
De
bites,
Witch
wounds,
Witt's
insect
mostly of an excel
M. R. Derig, the superintendent of Kan. He has been here some time and Hazel Salve is sure cure. Relieves The emigrants are
bridge carpenters to work on the
to
chiefly
bound
They
are
camp
class.
long
a
with
lent
enjoyed
the
piles at once. Beware of counterfeits
Santa Fe Central railroad. Apply
Indian schools at Thornton, and wife,
B. H. Briggs ft Co. anu J. H. O'Rielly the northwestern states, where they
at company's general office, Santa
who have been enjoying a few weeks'
Intend settling on agricultural land.
Fe, or to August Reingardt. KenneMiss Maggie Romero, of Galllnas ft Co.
tay In Las Vegas, this' afternoon reo
dy, N. M., via Gallsteo.
Springs, took No. 2 today for Wagon
turned home.
you've
if
Bodily pain loses its terror
Otero's Sulphur Mill.
WANTED Gents' good second hand
Edward L. Doheny, a Los Angeles oil Mound for a visit with her sister.
clothing, shoes and hats, 515 South
A car load of machinery for the sul a bottle or Dr. xnomas tjciecinc uii in
Mrs. Yeakle and Miss Nones, who
magnate, and party went through on
First street. Call or address R. J.
phur
mill of Hon. M. S. Otero at the the house. Instant relief in cases of
Louisvisiting
from
here
been
have
Mo. 1 today en route home from a trip
Sweeney.
Sulphur hot springs, Iiernall'o county burns, cuts, sprains, accidents of any
in
departed
for
today
home
viire,
their
east.
WANTED Five young men from Berhas arrived at the Atchison, Topeka & sort.
Native and Chicago Lumber.
At the party given yesterday after- old Kentucky. Miss Meredith Thomas Santa Fe railway depot at Santa Fe,
nalillo county at once to prepare for
as
as
hack
accompanied
east
far
them
government
service.
positions in the
noon by Mrs. M. L. Cooley and daughCOLLEGE: OF MINES.
where on Wednesday and yesterday It
Corres. Inst, Sherwln-Willte- ms
.Apply to Inter-Stat- e
ter in honor of Mrs. Winchester Cool- Leavenworth, Kan.
wagons
be
to
on
ten
was
loaded
ex
la
Jr.,
Manzanares,
Mrs. Frank
PLASTHU
Two Building Were Dedicated at the , Cedar Rapids, la.
ey, of El Paso, there were over thirty
Covers More! Looks Beet I Wears Long-e- 8A8H, DOORS. BLIXD8,
freighted overland to the Sulphurs, the
soI
Michigan Institution.
Most Economical I Fall Measure LIHK, CKM&NT, GLASS. PAINT, Etc
present.
euchre- was the pected to return from ber summer's
MISCELLANEOUS.
road from Santa Fe to that locality be . Houghton. .Mich.. Aug. 2. Notable
amusement of the afternoon, and Mrs. journ in Los Angeles Sunday.
First 3tret and Lead Avenae, Aikoanerque.
Mrs. Sallie H. Douglas entertained a ing the easiest and best, although a ceremonies' were held today iu connec CASH PAID for distributing samples.
J. A-- LaRue took the prize for games number
longer
from
Thornton
miles
few
than
of friends this afternoon.
tlon with the dedication of the two
Send stamp. American Distributer,
and Mrs. Charles A. Spiess the prize
It is understood that the sulphur, when new buildings at the Michigan College
Kansas City, Mo.
for the lone hands. Dainty refreshliver milled, will be brought to this city and of Mines. Prof. Calvin 71. Woodward
ments were served, and a very enjoy-ou- s Therea are times whenget your
Bring your boys here as a prelimin
purgatives shipped east.
Don't
dean of the college of engineering of ary to school starting. For you will
afternoon spent. The house was needsgripetonic.
and weaken. De Witt's Litthat
Washington university and president want them to appear neat and smartly
decorated with sweet peas and dahlias, tle Early Risers expel all poison from
A Cure for Cholera infantum.
and the party was one which reflected the syst'm and acts as tonic to the liv"Last May," says Mrs. Curtis Baker, of the National Society for the promo- dressed. Our boys' department is fully
great credit upon the entertaining er. W. Scott, 621 Highland avenue. of Bookwalter. Ohio, "an infant child tion of Engineering Education, deliv prepared to fit out the boys with
Milton, Pa., says: "I have carried De of our neighbor' was suffering from ered the dedicatory address for the clothes that are made well and that
hostesses.
Early Risers with me for chalera infantum. The doctor had new mining engineering building. The
That fireman and his wife are se- Witt's Little
look well. Simon Stern, Railroad Aveyears and would not be without given up all hopes of recovery. I took address at the dedication of the
renely making up at their home today, several
nue Clothier.
them." Small and easy to take. Purely a bottle of Chamberlain 8 colic,
building was delivered by
o
and the "other woman" is tasting the vegetable. They never gripe or dis- Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy to the
Lemon sherbert, vanilla and chocofirst drops of retribution. She is left tress. B. H. Briggs & Co. and J. H. house, telling them I felt sure it would Prof. Edward Orton, Jr., dean of the
do good if used according to direct- college of engineering of Ohio State late in creams. Delaney's.
out in the cold, at least for the present O Rlelly & Co.
o
o
ions. In two days' time the child had university. The exercises concluded
and the old and first love has con
Mrs. Foster has just returned from
Attend final windup sale of summer fully recovered, and is now (nearly a with an audress to the graduating
quered. Amen.
year since) a vigorous, healthy girl. class by Chase S. Osborn, state rail- New York, where she purchased a
Judge William J. Mills and Hon goods at The Economist.
I have recommended this Remedy frelarge stock of the very latest millinery.
bf Michigan.
quently and have never known it to road commissioner
We are now ready to show you the
today
dedicated
buildings
two
The
Our Boys' Department
fail in any single instance." For sale
new fall and winter street and early
$100,000,
neighborhood
of
in
the
cost
Is especially prepared to fit out your by all druggists.
hats. Foster Millinery Company,
dress
reeverything
are
with
equipped
and
ts the cause of more discomfort than boy in clothing. Many articles have
VEHICLES OF ALL KINDS,
312
Railroad avenue.
West
engineermining
quisite in tue study of
any other ailment If you eat the just arrived, making our boys' departHE IS N JAIL,
o
things that you went and that are good ment the largest in the city. Special
ing and chemistry.
,
the latest fad,
New line of
HARNESS, SADDLES AND SAD' r you, you are distressed.
Acker's
Alvin Pohle Assaults George Tlmmons
shoes,
suits,
on
week
Economist.
The
this
at
reductions
DLERY,
Dyspepsia Tablets will make your di
Just Look at Her.
with Word and Get in Trouble.
sprightly step
gestion perfect and prevent dyspepsia hats and shirts. Simon Stern, RailWhence
came
that
by
your
horse shod
When you want
Alvin Pohle, the handy man around faultless skin, rich, rosy complextor
AXLE OIL, HARNESS AND TOP;
and Us attendant disagreeable symp road Avenue Clothier.
"
A
stores when the windows need clean- smiling face. She looks good, feels a practical horseshoer send him to
DRESSING,'
toms. You can safely eat anything at
any time, if you take one of these tartCopper, tin auu galvanized iron ing and the floors scrubbed, is In the good. Here her secret. She uses Dr Shinick's shop. He is doing the finest
HORSE SHOEING AND. CARlet afterward. Sold by all druggists work. Whitney company.
ai work in the southwest.
city Jail this afternoon.
Yesterday, King New Life Pill. Result,
o
o
organs active, digestion good, no bea&
vnder a positive guarantee. 25 cents.
got
one
RIAGE REPAIRING.
of
tantrums
Alvin
into
his
and
Delaney's celebrated Albuquerque
Indies' wash linen skirt and suit at ssaulted with words George Tlmmons. aches, no chance for "blues." Try
Money refunded if you are not satis
fied, send to us for a free sample less than Vt former price at The
fail
on
again
Chews
the market. Don't
This morning, he stood up in the row them yourself. Only 25c. at all
W. H. Hooker ft Co.. Buffalo. N. Y
to get a box.
Crawford,
before
his
Justice
honor.
O'Rielly
Briggs
H.
Co.
H.
B.
J.
and
and when his case was called and
Subscribe for The Citizen.
Subscribe for The Citizen.
Subscribe tor The Pally. Citizen.
'

Wm. Farr,

Futrelle Furniture

.

GEORGE B. WILLIAMS,
West Railroad Avenue.

Twenty years experience prescription trade.
Refer to Albuquerque physicians generally.
Auto. 'Phone 458

Colorado 'Phone 63

.

ROOFS
LEAKY
Painted by Impervious Painted.
Borradaile & Co.
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Top Buggies for $58, $60

and $64 Special Sale This Week....
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SILVER

CITY.

SURE WAY
THE
prevent pneumonia

and consumpto
tion is to cure your cold when It first
'
Trying to Figure Out the Damages appears. Acker's English Remedy will
stop the cough In a night, and drive
I
of your system. Always a
the
e
Caused by Recent Floods.
.' quickcoldandoutsure
cure for asthma, bronF!uilL-chitis and all throat and lung troubles.
If It does not satisfy you the druggist
A DELAYED
will refund your money. Write to us
LETTER.
for free sample. W. H. Hooker & Co..
Buffalo, N. Y. J. H. O Rielly & Co. and
Cutlery, Guns and Ammunition.
Silver City. N. J.., Aug. 26. The B. H. Brlggs & Co.
damage which was caused In the city natl; George F. Oiaser, Denver: Hugo
Inst Sunday afternoon by the large Scharwenka. New York; Chaa. w.
WALL
HERDERS
flood that came down from the mounPasadena; Henry W. Moore,
WEDQE
tains north of town gave this little and wife, El Paso; F. Chllllngworth.
fllNERS
city quite a shock. For several years New Haven, Conn.; Chas. Rcinken. E.
Main street has been turned Into a C. Zwelger. Belen; W. R. Thomas.
AND WAGON COVERS.
water way for the flood water In the
W. E. Manger. F. H. Mudge,
AGENTS FOR SAVAGE RIFLES AND CARBINES.
rainy season and it had been gradually Lai Vegas; C. Selvey, Los Angeles; C.
120 WEST GOLD AVENUE.
cutting the street deeper until this H. Wheeler, Minneapolis; J. A. Hav-lan- ,
year it was down In some places about
San Marclal; J. J. Swofford, B. L.
fifteen feet. The city council seeing Swofford, Kansas City; A. B. Todd.
that something had to be done built Winslow; B. Mercer, Chicago.
m09O9O9O9O9OomO9Om
heavy breakwaters along Uie weak
ALBUQUERQUE
Sturges European.
places to keep the floods from washing
Dr. E. M. Hildebrand, Philadelphia;
lack under the buildings, but the large
flood of last Sunday took them all out J. C. Webster, San Francisco; P. E.
In no time. The formation seems to be Carr. Jemez. N. M.; O. M. Whitt, New-ten- ,
Y
.
MANUFACTURERS OF
Kas.; Louis C. Becker, Chas. Rein-ken- ,
only soft flllod In ground and had been
Belen; George Pacher, Will R.
made very crumbly by the heavy rains
Sash, Doors, Mouldings, Store Fronts,
of the past few days, which were very Hill, Kansas City; P. B. Dalies and
Office and Store Fixtures.
2
hard and long. The flood water kept wife, Belen.
Wood Turning and Mill Work of All Kindt to Order.
A
washing back under the bank underHotel Highland.
Mail Orders Solicited.
mining large pieces which crumbled
D. A. Walker. Columbus. Ohio;
403 SOUTH FIRST STREET.
and fell Into the arroyo until It reach- Pearse Stuart, Las Vegas; John Mas-sey- ;
ed the sidewalks and finally the EnterLos Angeles; Mrs. A. N. Thompprise building, .which was considered son, Chicago; J. M. Kinman, Milagros.
wholly out of danger, and the ground
Grand Central.
under the front foundation was cut
W. E. Kelley, Socorro; D. N.
out and down came half of It Jn the
H. Jacobson, Los Angeles;
arroya. which had cut to be thirty feet
Mrs. M. F. Vaughan and son. John Hurdeep.
H.
up
W.
Newcomb,
who
lived
la a most Important factor ra the
stairs Was' out of the city and while ley, St. Paul, Minn.; Grace Davis, DenJewelry worn, and best results are
considerable of iiis household goods ver.
obtained from artistic designs and
were pulled back his piano and nuraer-ou- s
Metropolitan.
tasteful settings. Our rings, broochother things went down. O. C. Aldrich Medberg,
Fort Worth; M.
es, pins, etc, are of that high art
Hinman's furniture warehouse just A. Pegg, Denver; E. H. Armstrong, St.
and quality found only In jewelry of
across the street was soon undermined Louis.
the finest make.
and went with a crash into the flood.
He had moved his furniture the prevTo My Friends.
ious day back to a place of safety and It Is with Joy I tell you wnat Kodol did
very
his loss was
small.
JEWELER.
for me. I was troubled with my stomSeveral other buildings along the ach for several months. Upon being
Watch Inspector A., T. & S. F.
street, while not of much value, fell advised to use Kodol I did so, and
and S. F. P. Railroads.
Into the flood; the only one of any words cannot tell the good that it uid
great value being the east end of the for me, A neighbor had dyspepsia soI
that he had tried most everything.
Rosenberg block.
1 1 A tXtAtXt
MAtAJU t.lUt. It
use Kodol. Words of grattold him-tThe portion of town damaged, while itude have come to me from him beit has been practically condemned for cause I recommended It. Geo. W. Fry,
years on account of the floods, was of Viola, Iowa. Health and strength of
&
WHOLESALE DEALER IN
no great value, but the condition the tnlnd and body, depend on the stom5 stret Is left In makes the business ach, and normal activity of the digestorgans. Kodol, the great reconblocks west. In the center of the busi- ive
tonic, cures all stomach and
structive
danger
town,
ness portion of
in great
A SPECIALTY OF THE
bowel troubles, Indigestion, dyspepsia.
if any more big floods should come Kodol digests any good foot, you eat.
down, by washing the bank back and Take a dose after meals. B. H. Briggs
& Co. and J. H. O'Rlelly & Co.
undermining them.
USED IN ALL FAMILIES.
A meeting of tha citizens and taxTELEGRAPHIC MARKETS.
payers was held last evening In MorJ
OUTSIDE ORDERS SOLICITED
rill hall and means were raised to
New York Metal.
5 213 WEST RAILROAD AVE
ALBUQUERQUE, N. MEX.
make some necessary temporary brush
New York, Aug. 29. Lead Quiet;
If
arroya
on
of
dams
the bottom
the
Copper Weak;
$4,121.
$11.40
possible with sand brought down. Five 11.62.
OsXO00eX3tX)X3O00X)e
hundred dollars were raised In a few
minutes, the amount required to do the
St. Louis Wool.
St. Louis, Aug. 29. Wool Quiet;
work.
If It is possible to pull through this territory and western medium, 1G
rainy season without any further dam U4c; line, 12164c; coarse, 12
QUICKEL & BOTb.Ef Proprietors
age it is the intention of the city to 144c.
erect a substantial dam just below the
New York Money.
town with an apron bo as to permanNew York, Aug. 29. Money on call
ently check the force of the floods and
firm at 44V4 per cent. Prime merfill up the deep arroya cut in the
cantile paper at 55'6 pec oent. Silstreet.
ver, 02.
FINEST WHISKIES. IMPORTED & DOMESTIC WINES A COGNAC.
Foley's Kidney Cure.
Chicago Grain.
The Coolest and Highest Grade of Lager served.
Will cure brlght's disease.
Chicago, 111., Aug. 29. Wheat Sept.
Will cure diabetes.
b tt sno Best Imported and Domettlo Cigar
"0c; Dec, C'He.
Will cure stone in bladder.
Corn Sept., 57Vac; Dec,
0OTJeK2eK)0X)eKOOOeX3
Will cure kidney and bladder dis
Oats Aug., 2fio, new, 3Dc; Sept.,
eases.
2Gic, new, 34 '4c
Pork Aug.. $17.00; Sept., $17.05.
CRACK SHOTS.
Lard Aug., $lo.3o; Sept., $10.40.
Many Fine Team Have Gathered at
Ribs Aug., $li).20; Sept., $10.25.
Sea Girt.
Kansas City Live Stock.
Sea oirt, N. J. Aug. 29. Riflemen
Kansas City, Aug. 29. Cattle Reof ability and world wide reputation
were on hand In force today at the ceipts. 3,000 head; market steady; naOur fancy coffee business for 1901 reached the snug amount of 10,000
opening of the great international and tive steers, $oV.ofl8; Texas and Indian
$2.754.50; Texas cows, $2.35
pounds. We wish to double that In 1902, and In order to do so we are
Interstate rifle shooting tournament of steers,
2.75; native cows and heifers, $1.75
offering the verybest grades of coffee on the market at 40 cents per
the National Rifle Shooting Associa5; stockers and feeders, $25; bulls,
Prominent spectation of America.
pound. We are sole agents for CHASE A SANBORN'S celebrated Seal
tors were numerous and the shooting $2.703.5O; calves, $2(fi5.75.
Brand and Club House. We also have a full line of blended coffees
Sheep Receipts, 3io head; market
of the members of the crack teams
at prices to suit from 20 cents up. Our 35 cent blend we consider equal
strong;
muttons, $3.35 4.25; lambs,
interest.
keenest
was
with
the
watched
to the most of the 40 and 45 cent grades offered by the trades.
$3.705.85; range wethers, $34.15;
to
today
are
begun
competitions
The
Everyone
wa
knows that
keep the very best to be had
As to teas.
continue through next week. Besides ewes, $3.25 4.20.
in the territory.
representatives of the various branches
Chicago Live Stock.
of the regular service the competitors
CTiTeago, Aug. 29. Cattle Receipts.
include teams representing the state 2,ooo head; market steady; good to
214 W. Railroad Ave
Michigan, prime steers, $88.95; poor to memilitia of Massachusetts,
New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, dium, $40 4.75; stockers and 'feeders,
Illinois and a number of other states. $2.50 5.25; cows. $1.50(5 5.50; heifers,
The chief matches, of interest to na- $2.50j 6; canners, $1.50ifir2.50; bulls,
tional guardsmen are the Hilton tro-pn- $2.25 5.50; calves, $2.75 7,25; Texas
Wimbledon Cup and interstate fed steers, $3 5; western steers, $4
military matches.
5.85.
The Hilton trophy match Is open to
Sheep Receipts, 4 mm) head; market
the world. The conditions are seven steady; good to choice wethers, $3.50
shots each at 200 yards standing and 4; fair to choice mixed, $2.503.50;
(Incorporated)
5in i yards and 600 yards prone, with western
sheep, $2.fuS 3.75; native
bead to the target. The prize is a lambs, $3.500; western lambs, $4.50
trophy valued at $3100, presented by
5.5o.
the late Henry Hilton, of New York,
Went to Visit His Sister.
to be shot for annually, and a medal
A. J. Cottinpham went to Washing
to each member of the winning team.
Wool, Hides,
The conditions of the interstate mili- ton County, Ark., to see his sister and
while there was taken with flux (dystary match are ten shots each at 200 entery)
and was very bad off. He
We handle
and 5ou yards and it is open to the decided to try Chamberlain's Colic,
K. C. Baking Powder,
army, navy and marine corps of the Cnolera and Diarrhoea Remedy and
Navajo Blankets,
United States and the state militia was so much pleased with the prompt
of the several btates. The prize is the cure which it effected, that he wrote
Curtice Canned Goods,
lironze "Soldier of Marathon," valued the manufactures a letter in praise of
Colorado Lard and Meats.
at $i0. The Vimtdedon Cup match their medicine. Mr. Cottingham reis open to all citizens and residents of sides at Lockland, Ark. This remedy
Is for sale by all druggists.
Houses at
the United States, the conditions being
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M. EAST LAI thirty shots at l.ooo yards, any posiSOCIAL FUNCTIONS.
VEGAS, N. M, AND GLOR-- I
tion without artificial rest. The prize
ETA, N. M.
Cup,
is the Wimbledon
presented by Complimentary
Parties to Visitors
the National Rifle Association of Great
From Albuquerque, California
Britain to the National Rifle Associa
and El Pad.
tion of America; value $5io, to be shot
There were thirty-siladies present
for annually, and a medal to the win- yesterday afternoon at the reception
,
ner.
given by the Woman Christian TemR. P. HALL, Proprietor
perance union to Mrs. M. J. Borden, of
HOTEL ARRIVALS.
Albuquerque, and Mrs. John Stites, of
California, at the residence of Mrs. R.
Alvarado.
Iron and B asij Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; Shaftings, Pulleys,
J. H. Grace, E. Grace and wife, T. F. Studebaker. Mrs. Borden gave a genGrade 2ars. Babbit Motal; Columns and Iron Fronts for Buildings;
Plunkett, Chicago; W. A. Fiege and eral review of the work in the territory
Repairs on Mining and Mill Machinery a EpeelUty.
wife. Dragoon, Ariz.; F. R. Frost, To-- and hints as to the training of chilFOUNDRY SIDB RAILROAD T RACK, ALJUQUERQUZ, N. M.
reka; Abe Edel, Morris Lange, Cincin- - dren. During her recent visit to Ra
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High Grade Flour and Candies

FAMOUS EMPRESS FLOUR

ZEIGER CAFE

BAR AND CLUB ROOMS

4c.

Still a Growing

A. J. MALOY,

GROSS, KELLY&CO.

wholesalFgrocers

11
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Pelts

.Albuquerque Foundry and Machine Woiks

i

1902

ton she reorganized a society there,
while she Is now on her way to Cerrll-lo- s
to reorganize the W. C. T. U. at
;,'.
that place.'
u :i ;.'wMrs. Stites gave a report of the
work in California.' '; There were several selections on the piano, the rest
of the evening being spent on the
spacious lawn. Ice cream and cake
were served. Late In t'.io afternoon
the ladles left, after having a most
enjoyable time. Las Vegas Optic.
"I had diabetes In
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Headquarters for Carpets, Linoleum, Matting, Curtains, Blanket

cnel

305 RAILROAD AVENUE, GRANT BUILDING

)

House Furnishing Goods.

its worst form,"

writes Marion Lee, of Dunreath. Ind.

"I tried eight physicians without relief. Only three bottles of Foley's Kid-

Territorial Supreme Court.
The territorial supreme court

Carpet in the Parlor...

A New

ney Cure made me a well man."

met

yesterday forenoon In adjourned session at the capitol building In the su
preme court room, at Snnta Fe. There
were present: Chief Justice William
J. Mills, Associate Justice Frank W.
Parker, Associate Justice John R. Mc-FlAssociate Justice Danniel H. McMillan, Associate Justice Benjamin S.
Baker, E. L. Bartlett. Esq., solicitor
general, and Jose D. Sena, clerk.
The following business was transacted: Case No. 924, Ambroso Armljo,
plaintiff in error, vs. George K. Neher,
defendant In error, was by consent continued until next term. Case No.. 911,
Meliton Chaves vs. Earnest Meyers,
motion to certify judgment was argued
and submitted.
The court adjourned until 2 o'clock
yesterday afternoon.

e,

If Its from our excellent and well
selected sotck Is sure to be admired

of good floor coverings.

"art

squares, Chinese and Japanese

mat

linoleum,

tings are of the best quality and
latest patterns and our prices are!

5

not to be competed with..

3

"OLD RELIABLE"

1878

ESTABLISHED

L. B. PUTNEY.

WHOLESALE GROCER.

o

STAGE HELD UP.

Flour, Qraln
uid Provisions.

Carrie ths LargMt
an 4 fleet Bataaalv.
Stock !

Staple Groceries.

specialty.

Car lots

'

toumi osjtfcwMt.

FARH AND FREIQHT WAdONS.
Albuquerque

Railroad Avenue
it'--

.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
,

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO.

U. S. DEPOSITORY
Depository for the Santa Fe Pacific and the Atchison,
and Santa Fe Railway Companies.
Authorized Capital
Paid up Capital, Surplus and profits. .

To-pe-ka

$500, 000. OO

........ .$200,000.00

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:

Joshua S Raynolds, president; M. W. Flournoy, vice president; Frank McKee, cashier;
- AB. McMillan.
H. F. Raynolds, - -- - -- - -

Shatters All Records.
Twice In hospital, r. A. Oulledge,
Verbana, Ala., paid a vast sum to doctors to cure a severe ease of piles,
causing 24 tumors. When all failed,
Bucklen's Arnica Salve soon cured
him. Subdues lnflamatlon, conquers
aches, kills pains. Best salve In the
world. 25c. at all druggists.

TH

I ST.

ELMO

SAMPLE AND CLUB ROOI.

Finest
Whiskies,
Brandies,
Wines, etc.

o

Watch for a Chill.
However slight at this time of yea
and in this climate. It Is the forerun
ner of malaria. A disposition o yawn,
and an all tired out feeling even comes
Herbine, by ltr
before the chill.
prompt stimulative action on the liver
drives the malarial germs out of th
system, purifies the blood, tones up
the system and restores health. 50c
at Cosmopolitan Pharmacy B. Ruppe.

f1

Our stock
rugs,

carpets,

of

If you are troubled
with Impure
blood. Indicated by sores, pimples,
headache, etc.. we would recommend
Acker's Blood Eilxer, which we sell under a positive guarantee. It will always cure scrofulous or syphilitic poisons and all blood diseases. 60 cents
and $1. J. H. O'Rlelly & Co. and B. H.
Brlggs & Co.

Lone Robber Lines Up Passengers
and Makes Them Give Up
Valuables.
A dispatch from Tucson, Arizona,
dated August 31:
The Washington camp stage was
held up Tuesday and the passengers
relieved of all their money and valuables. The deed was committed by a
lone highwayman. Two stages a day
run between Patagonia on the Southern Pacific and Washington Camp.
One carries mail and express exclusively and the other passengers. The robber evidently Intended to hold up the
former, but was mistaken In the time
of Its arrival.
The passengers were lined up on the
outside of the coach and forced to give
up all money and valuables.
Sheriff Turner, of Santa Cruz county, was Immediately Informed and organized a posse and started In pursuit.
Early Wednesday morning the sheriff
of Cochise county arrested a man named Whipple. Officers believe he Is the
man who Hi' Id up the Btage.

a

by those who pretend to be Judges

2

JOSEPH BARNETT, Prop.
120 W. Railroad Ave., Albuquerque.

Residence, Automatic 'Phone 299
Automatic 'Phone No. 516.
Bell Telephone No. 115.

;

o

Fortune Favors a Texan.
"Having distressing pains in head,
back and stomach, and being without
appetite, I began to use Dr. King's New
Life Pills." writes W. P. Whitehead,
of Kennedalc, Tex., "and soon felt like
a new man." Infallible In stomach and
liver troubles. Only 25c at all drug
stores.
Free Lunch.
Call at the Cabinet saloon about
a. m. and get a hot free lunch.
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SHIP TOUR' PELTS' TO
BEARRUP BROS. &JCO.'

Subscribe for The Citizen.
"DIAMOND

"

UNDERTAKER SANTA FE PACIFIC RAILROAD.

COMHERC1AL

ICE."

Wool

Headache...

WE DO CUSTOM TANNING OF

9 '
2 First-slas- "
0

"It onirbt to beunivertally recogniied that
is the common route of htradeiiie.
A.ule fiom liradmhe produced from fever,
and urban ic di.rane of the brain and
toirmia
Ha meml rane.
is almost Invari-lila factor in he production of hear abbe.
not of any
Tbe headache of e e ntrain
soecial cliararter it may be conatant or
or aevere, fcltooly on Hie
uxeof'he eye, or fe't after their one,
or recumnd lrreKularly or at certain
intervals. It is atmravaled by many other
causes, anch as hunger, exhaustion, exposure to heat or cold, or indigestion, or it may
seem artirely independent of other influis
ences. In tbe majority of case
not the only factor In the production of
headache, but it may be the only factor of
practical importance Irecause it alone can be
removed, and its removal will give relief.
Such heatntbea are gererally felt In tte
208
frontal, tempcral or occipital legions."
y

eye-stru-

eye-strai- n

Read the above again, and rememis relieved by
ber that
glasses properly fitted. We are in
every way equipped for scientifically testing the eyes and determining the right glasses. In every case
is guaranabsolute satisfaction
teed. Prices are as reasonable as
good wont will justify.

Pullers and Tanners,
Albuquerque, New Mexico

The following is quoted from a
late work on the diagnosis and
treatment of the diseases of the eye,
by Edward Jackson, A. M., M. D.:

HIDES. SKINS AND FURS.
work done and satisfaction guaranteed
Please write us for trice

ooooeK)ooox)oocro

PIONEER BAKERY

J. A. SKINNER
Det-le-

r

Proprietor.

SIMON BALLING,

In

'

'

Successor to Balling Bros.

Staple and

Fancy Groceries

Wedding : Cake : a : Specialty
We desire patronage, and we
guarantee firs. class baking.
First street. Albuquerque. N. M
--

WEST

RAILROAD

AVENUE, 207 8.
M. M.
asm

CMICHCBT(B)--

rNOLI.M

eye-strai- n

S. T. Vann.
With S. Vann

Doctor cf Optics.

& Son,

Jewelers.

THE ARCADE
South
311

First street

FRANK VAJO, PROPRIETOR.

V
The best ot liquors served to
rons of tbe bar.
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If you want to sleep well and be bap.
Sandwiches of all kinds served.
Nice large rooms, everything; bran py try Futrelle's Duplex mattresses
and the No. 1 Leggt-t- t
Katt springs.
new, upstairs for lodging purposes. Give them a trial and if not satisfactory your money back.
Subscribe for The Daily Citizen t

- ..
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(Don't Treatt
cau.

Symptoms

Stlmulanti and cathartics will terercure Indigestion.
Go after the
They may temporarily relieve the system but the next meal clogs it attain. The
food should be digested. The nourishment
health strength, it contalos

CIdDDOL
Children
strengthens and
the stomarh.
Tins
digests all
and assists
Thrive the
stomach and digestive organs
assimilating and
transforming It Into the kind
nourishment that
taken up the
and
to the tissues throughout
on
thevarlousorgans
the
indigestion
rnrlfies, cleanses,
new discovery

!

I

sweetens
classes of food
In
of

by

Is

blood
fed
of
body. Kodol cures
and dyspepsia, thus removing the cause of all stomach
troubles. Kodol gives such strength to the body that
' is iuiuuiuib iu on wasuug aiseascs.
to think T"i for wht Kodol hudone for me." wrltPi CTIfton Olrton, ColleU. Tnd.

Kodol

.

"I

wish

Kodol Digests What You
Co., Chicago. The Si

Prepared by E.C. PcWItt

Eat.

bottle eontalniZm timet at much (by actual
s
n
the trial lire which
aelli for 50c.
ih
mtie jir.r pmi f.r binou,., or
Little Earla Risers conitlpatlon.
Safe, thorough. They never griDe.
J. H. O'RIELLY & CO., AND B. H. BKlOtiS & CO
aun-nienti.-

ftcwitrs

'

ARIZONA TOWNS
WILLIAMS.

From the News.
Forest Supervisor Brten has returned from Chicago, where he has been
visiting for some weeks.
The territorial tax levy this year has
been reduced nearly 5 cents on each
flbO.
Miss

Maude Hill departed for the
Grand Canyon, where she joined her
Bister, Mrs. Alnsworth. who has been a
guest of Mrs. Buggellc.
Miss Rose Carne8, the charming little sister of Mrs. H. D. Pyle, returned
to her home In California last week
after a lengthy visit on the mountain.
Rose made many friends here who will
miss her.
Prof. Clapp left for Cataract canyon,
where he will superintend the erection of a snug cottage at Hilltop. Ed
Levengood. who is doing the teaming,
tcok out a wagon load of provisions
and a large order of lumber.
Miss Susie B. Jobnron and Miss
Maude Hill arrived home from their
outing over In Spring valley, where
they had been the guest3 of Mrs. Grose
and family. The girls say they had a
delightful time.
Mrs. E. H. Simpson had a fainting
spell similar to those with which she
was troubled some time since. Her
condition was at first considered dangerous, but at this writing she is greatly Improved, much to the gratification
of her many friends.
Dave Raudebaugh returned from
Flagstaff, bringing with him a dog
known as "Cuba," the mascot of A
troop of the Rough Riders. Cuba accompanied the regiment through the
Cuban campaign and was brought to
Flagstaff by C. C. Jackson, who was
recently killed at Clifton. Before leav
lng for Clifton, Jackson placed the dog
with Mra. Sam Black, an aunt of Mr,
Raudebaugh, who brought him up here
In order to secure several pictures of
the regiment's mascot.

Cured Paralysis.
8. Baily, P. O. True, Texas,
writes: "My wife had been suffering
five years with paralysis in her arm,
when I was persuaded to use Ballard's
8now Liniment, which cured her all
right I have also used it for old sores,
frost bites, and skin eruptions. It
does the work." zoc, 50c and $1.00
bottles at Cosmopolitan Pharmacy- -'
B. Ruppe.
W.

o

ST. JOHNS.

From the Snips.
The artesian water company is organized now. The articles of Incorporation will be published and the
company put In operation as soon as

possible. President Anderson, of the
company, deserves much praise for his
pertinacity and constant work In connection with the enterprise.
Prof. A. N. Taylor, principal of the
riagstaff normal, Is making a tcjir of
the county In the interest of the
school.
Jose Garcia and Antonio Gonzales
left for New Mexico points to look after their sheep Interests.
Hon. Solomon Barth arrived a few
days ago from his long drive across
the country to Safford. He expects to
leave In a few days for the democratic
convention which meets in Tucson on
September 3.
P. T. Coleman was arrested last
week on a charge of putting his brand
on another man's cow. He was tried In
Springerville and released. The trial
proved that the brand had been put on
by mistake.
Physician and Druggists.
Ford & Sturgeon, a prominent drug
firm at Rocky Hill Station, Ky., writes: "We were requested by Dr. O. B.
Snlgley to send for Herblne for the
benefit of our customers. We ordered
three dozen In December, and we are
glad to say, Herbine has given such
great satisfaction that we have duplicated this order three times, and today we gave your salesman another
order. We beg to say Dr. G. B. Snlgley
takes pleasure In recommending Herblne." , 60c bottle at Cosmopolitan
Pharmacy B. Ruppe.
n

WINSLOW.
From the Mail.
A. B. Todd Is spending a few days In
Los Angeles.
Mrs. W. H. Cooley has returned from
a visit with friends In Laguna.
Mrs. A. W. Galvra, of Phoenix, is visiting her mother, Mrs. John Noble.
Major Needham, agent for the Northwestern Navajo school at Blue canyon,
was In town this week.
Thursday evening Fremont Hayden
left for St. Joseph, Mo where he will
spend his vacation with his parents.
The ranches along the river have
been scenes of activity this week. The
largest crop of hav ever raised In this
section was being cut.
The Wlnslow branch of the socialist
party has collected a subscription of
$35 to assist the striking coal miners
in Pennsylvania.
R. C. Thomson was bitten In the left
hand by a pet dog several days ago.
The wound was not serious hut Mr.
Thomson secured medical attention at
once to avoid future trouble.
W. L. Coffin, a mining engineer of
Cripple Creek, Colorado, stopped over
Thursday and visited his brother In

law, Pr. Sampson. Mr. Coffin was on
his way to Prescott to attend to some
mining business.
Moqul and Navajo Indians have been
very plentiful in town this week laying
AlIn supplies for the reservations.
it no poison go highly contagious,
though affected by the drought, their oThere
deceptive and so destructive. Don't t
condition Is not so bad as pictured by too sure you are cured because nil external
the sensational stories published with- signs of the disease have disappeared, and
the doctor says you are well. Many perin the last month.
sons have been dosed with Mercury and
The best physio Chamberlain's Potash for months or years, and proStomach and Liver Tablets. Easy to nounced cured to realize when too late
take. Pleasant in effect. For sale by that the disease was only covered up
all druggists.
Uke BogoU Like.
o
out again, and to their sorrow and mortifi.
KINGMAN.
cation find those nearest ami dearest to
them have been infected by this loathFrom the Miner.
some disease, for no other poison is c(
Rain has been falling around the surely transmitted from parent to child
hills this week and a good shower fell as this. Often a bad case of Rheumatism,
In Kingman Thursday morning.
It Catarrh, Scrofula ur severe skin disease,
looks mightily like the old time sum- an old sore or nicer developing in middle
mer and fall rains were coming back life, can be traced to blood poison con-again after years of absence.
In'earty
Paront.
John C. Potts this week took Fred life, for It remains smoldering In the sysM. Miller, Charles Hunsaker and J. P. tem forever, unless properlv' treated and
Gideon to make an examination of his driven out In the beginning S. S S is
mining claims In the Thumb Butte the only antidote for this peculiar virus,
country, below Union Pass. They the only remedy known that can overcome
and drive it out of the blood, and
brought back with them a large lot of it doesit this
so thoroughly and effectually
samples which they are having tested. that there is never a return of the disease
George A. Bonelll and J. T. Knight to embarrass or humiliate you afterwards
cures Contagious Mood
this week brought in a large bunch of
Poison in any and all
horses and shipped them to California.
stages; contains no
This constitutes a clean up of the Mud
mineral to break down
Springs range, the cattle having been
your constitution : it is
shipped to California some time ago.
vegetable and the only blood
Enrely
Mr. Bonelll has purchased the ranch
that cleanses the blood and
and the cattle and horses left on the at the same time builds up the general
health.
range.
Our little book on contagious blood
H. P. Ewlng returned to Kingman
is the most complete and instrucfrom an extended trip in the Grand poison
tive evi r issued; it not only tells all
and Diamond canyons. On the trip he about this disease, hut also how to cure
was accompanied by the Rev. John W. yourself at home. It is free and should
Calfee and sister. Miss Fannie. He be iu the hands of everyone seeking a
states that the scenery of this part of Cure Send for it
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO ATLANTA
Olj.
the gorge is Inexpressibly grand.
L. A. Snyder, of the Val Verde smelter, was In Kingman a few days ago Join his family Sunday and remain
and went over to Mineral Park, where with them until they return.
Louis Wolfley, of Phoe
he has been negotiating the purchase
of several valuable mining properties. nix, accompanied by Mr. and Mrs. ArMr. Snyder Is an old time ore buyer nold, of California, spent a couple of
and has been in every mining district days here this week on their way to
in the west, but he thinks this is one the Grand Canyon. They travel by wa
of the richest mineralized sections he gon and team, and left Phoenix four
weeks ago and have visited all the
has ever been In.
Charles E. Sherman returned from points of interest on the mountains.
A cutting affray occurred In the east
Los Angeles and went out home the
following day. We understand that he ern part of town between two Mexihag negotiated the sale of his Distaff cans, In which Francisco Montoya
mine at Chloride for the sum of $75,-00- stabbed another Mexican In a number
The Distaff mine is one of the old- of places, the worst cut being In the
est producers of high grade silver ore head. Francisco Is In jail awaiting
in the Wallapal district and for many the result of the Injuries of his vic
years was the standby of the early set- tim.
Coconino county has but one prison
tlers of that section. It was extensively worked a few years ago by leasers er In the county Jail, and he Is serving
sentence imposed by the Justice
and big money taken out. The purcourt. It now looks as if a grand Jury
chasers are getting a good property.
will not be needed at the September
Henry L. Shattuck ot Shellsburg, term of court. It Is something unusual
Iowa, was cured of a stomach trouble not to have a half dozen In the county
with which he had been afflicted for Jafl held to appear before the grand
years, by four boxes of Chamberlain's Jury.
Stomach and Liver Tablets. He had
August, the 10 year old son of Mr.
previously tried many other remedies
Mrs. August Melene, was drowned
and a number of physicians without and
In a pond near the Greenlaw mill. He
relief. For sale by all druggists.
nd two other boys were playing In the
o
vater, jumping from a raft of ties,
FLAGSTAFF.
when young August Jumped Into deep
From the Sum.
water and was unable to reach the
Miss Josle Marshall left for Los An- raft.
The family came here three
geles to attend the Los Angeles busi- weeks ago from Michigan.
ness college.
Just before noon Monday fire was
Burton Mossman has tendered his discovered In the Cook building, east
resignation as captain of the Arizona of the Pioneer drug store. The blaze
Rangers, to take effect September 1.
was quickly extinguished by the E. A.
Samuel Caldwell, of Needles, Cal Is Ayer Hose Co. Wednesday night the
here for the benefit of his health. He building was on fire twice, but was
is affilrted with asthma and finds relief each time put out by the Are company.
In our mountain climate.
The building is an old frame one and
Lieutenant Thos. H. Ryning has been has been vacant for several years. The
appointed by Gov. Brodie captain of town council will order It torn down,
the Arizona Rangers, vice Burton as It Is a constant menace to adjoining
Mossman. whose resignation was sub- property.
mitted July 1.
Mrs. George Babbitt and children From the Gem.
The Northern Arizona normal school
and sister, Miss Wessell, left for the
Flnnle ranch on Beaver creek for a t hl iiI.tpo will have an increased
two weeks' outing. Mr. Babbitt will attendance for the ensuing year.
William Melntire. a sneep grower
and a first class citizen of this place,
m., on a uum- lift for Albuquerque,

Jim Dumps was a most unfriendly man,
Who lived his life on a hermit plan.
He'd never stop for a frlencfy smile,
But trudged along In his moody style
Till "Force" one day was served to him
Since then they call him "Sunny Jim."

Contagious
Blood Poison

StX'

Quick Relief for Asthma Sufferers.
Foley's Honey and Tar affords Immediate relief to asthma sufferers In
the worst stages and if taken In time
will effect a cure.
Alvarado Pharmacy.

(ESTABLISHED 1883.)

With a few bottles of our celebrated
Leer, and a nice large piece
of ' Diamond Ice,'' in your refrigerator,
you can enjoy life these warm days.
Try it. Southwestern Brewery & Ice

"Pilsener"

Real Estate,
Fire Insurance,
Loans

Co.

Trunks, valises, hand bags, suit
cases, telescopes, largest variety in
city to select from. Golden Rule Dry
Goods Company.
o

There Will Be a Hot Time.
At our Etore next Monday. Everybody
will try to get some thirty-siInch
Sea Island percales at 7 cents yard. On
sale Monday and Tuesday. Lion Store.
x

o

Subscril? for The Citizen.

'"
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J. M. riOORE

0

ABSTRACTS OF TITLE TO BERNAI ILLO COUNTY REAL ESTATE AND MINING. PROPERTY FURNI8HED PROMPTLY. WILL
INSURE YOUR PROPERTY IN BE8T COMPANIES AT LOWEST
RATES. HOUSES RENTED. RENTS COLLECTED. TAXES .'AID
AND ENTIRE CHARGE TAKEN OF PROPERTY FOR RESIDENTS

o

Tony Michelbach. the old town butcher, has reopened his meat market
and is prepared to serve his patrons
with the finest.

Johnston's Stage Line.
Will leave every Tuesday mornlrj
for the Jemez Hot Springs and return
on Thursdays.
One regular trip a
week and extra trips when ordered.
Leave orders at Sturges European hotel.
JA. T. JOHNSTON.

AND

MANAGER OP

Albuquerque Abstract Company

Forest Reserve
Script

Next Door to Firs t National Bank.
New Tele phone 222.

NY
LOCATABLE ON
SURVEYED PUBLIC LAND
IN SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA, ARI-

0000SK

OR NEW MEXICO, IN ANY
RACTS FROM 40 ACRES UPWARDS.
PAPERS READY FOR IMLOCATION,
MEDIATE
SENT TO
ANY BANK C. O. D.
PRICE REF. A. HYDE, 415
DUCED.
STREET, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
ZONA

SIZED

...Bachechi & Giomi...

MONT-GOMER-

WHOLESALE DEALERS

aSAAASaAAAaSaWSaVSANASst

HOTEL CLAIRE...
SANTA FE, N. M
ELECTRIC X
STEAM
HEATED,
01
CENTRALLY LOCATED.
SANITARY
BATHS AND

FIRE

PROOF,

2 LIGHTED.

6

THROUGHOUT.
ROOM
LARGE
SAMPLE
FOR COMMERCIAL MEN.
AMERICAN OR EUROPEAN
PLAN.
GEO. E. ELLIS,
Proprietor and Owner.

PLUMBING

CONDENSED TIME CARD OF THE
El Paso-Roc- k
Island Route
EFFECTIVE JUNE 5, 1902.
DAILY SERVICE
West
East
"30"am
8:00 pin E7 ..El Paso. .Ar
8:15 pm
..Ft. Bliss. .Lv :15 am
49 am
.. Hereford ..
8:41 pmj
:00 am
9:30 nm!
.Jarilla June.
:55 am
.Alamogordo.
10:55 pm
16 am
.. Tularosa ..
11:21 pm
. . Oscura . .
:22 am
12:23 am
53 am
. Carrlzozo .
1:10 am
OS am
. .. Ancho .. .
2:06 am
48 am
.. Tecolote ..
2:29 am
. . Corona . .
05 am
3:13 am
43 am
. Torrance .
3:29 am
10 am
. . Marino . .
3:57 am
26 pm
. . Pastura . .
5:15 am
:30 pm
6:05 am Ar .Santa Rosa.
15 pm
7:30 am
.Santa Rosa..Ar
. Tucumcari ..Lv
07 pm
9:27 am
. . Topeka
:50 am
4:55 am
:45 pm
G:55 am' Ar .Kansas City.. "
. . Chicago
:15 am
10:10 pm
CAPITAN BRANCH.
7:00 am Lv.. Carrizozo . . Ar 7:00 pm
8:45 am'ArNorth CapltanLv 5:25 pm
5:00pm
9:05am!"... Capitan

2
0

Wines, Liquors, Cigars and
Bar Supplies
WE CARRY THE LARGEST STOCK OF WINES, LIQUORS AND
CORDIALS OF ANY ESTABLISHMENT IN THE SOUTHWEST.
BY MAIL WILL RECEIVE PROMPT ATTENTION.
PRICES
GIVEN ON APPLICATION. GENERAL AGENTS FOR LEMP'S ST.
LOUIS KEG AND BOTTLED BEER.

S

BACHECHI
107 and 109 S.

orce

PRESCRIPTIONS I
Mutual Telephone 143.

Albuquerque.

Railroad Avenue and Second Stracts

..."

ALAMOGORDO BRANCH.
8:00 am Lv. "Alamogordo. Ar! 8:00 pm
10:50 am'Ar. Cloudcroft .Lv 5:30 pm
5:00 pm
11:10am "..Cox Canon.

."

BelenANDRoller Mills
ELEVATOR

The ICEBERG

Infest?

tin,

205 West Gold avenue.
Consumption Threatened.
Next to First National Bank.
"I was troubled with a hacking
cough for a year and I thought I had New & Second Hand Furnitur
consumption, says l. unger, Jll
1
Stoves and Household Goods.
Maple St.. Champaign, 111.
tried a
Rc airing a Specialty.
great many remedies and I was under
the care of physicians ior several
months. I used one bottle or froleys
Furniture stored and packed for
Honey and Tar. It cured nie, and I
shipment Highest prices paid (or
have not been troubled since."
secOnd-hanhousehold goods.
ICfc."

-

Humbing.
We have auaca a piumblng depart
ment and tin shop to our business.
When you havo anything in this Una
to be done see us about it before plac
ing your order. Albuquerque Hard
ware company.

Mausard's Mills,
CHAS. MAUSARD, Prop.

The Largest and Best
Mill in New Mexico

OUOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOD FLOUR
O
Our entire stock of colored par- - O
O asols, the finest selection in the O
O city, will be sold at cost and be- - O
O low
Colden Kule Dry Goods t- O Company.

jf
.

S

eooooooocfwooooooooo

of wheat and malt eaten cold.'

Doesn't Know WKen to Stop.
rave lau-iwen usiuff - force - ami uuu n m- "i
cereal food I hav. ever tried. The only trouble with it U that It in o delicioitf
.
M.D.. Dorchester, Mao."
cut; iicvcr k'WB wUvu to stop eailcg
(KtM furulftbwrva sivucuia.j
-i.".

,

J.

it

o-

Sweet, crisp flaKes

Albuquerque, New Mexloo.

..."

d

v

GIOMI

RUPPE,

B.

These trains make direct connec
tions at all principal Junction points
with all diverging lines.
Charles Howard, the sheep man of
A. N. BROWN, G. P. A..
A
to
Fork,
Anh
continues
El Paso. Texas.
linger in the shadows of the smiles of
the belles of Flagstaff.
tra ii ii Tiavis Colorado Snrines
Coin., who has been visiting her par
212 W. Rallroad Avenue.
ents, Mr. and Mrs. ueorRe minwuiib
fnr n few ilavB. left for nome.
The finest line of Liquora and Cigars
The Catholic school in the northern All patrons and friends cordially luvlt
materially
being
im ed to visit "The Iceberg." Lunch Is
nf town in
proved by the addition of another large 6erved every day.
STEVE BALLING,
room, "ixjO feet, rrans nourisue
Proprietor.
:ias the contract for the addition wnica
p the hitihest evidence that the worlc
manship v ill be first class.
L..

"DIAMOND

a better builder
than a vacation.

First Street

JKC0OC0

t

H. SHOEMAKER

ThvlRaaJy uSerTe.Cercal

&

Deming will be the great smelter
center. Two large plants will be Installed within the year.

BrwN IN CARLOAD
LOTS A SPECIALTY.
New Mexico
Albuquerque.
AND

MELINI & EAKIN

WHOLESALE LIQUORS. CIG ..
We handle everything In our Une
o
Distillers Agents
Those apron ginghams we are sidling at 5 cents per yard are the best. Special distributors Taylor & Willis
LoulsTllle, Kentucky
On sale at our Mill End sale. Lion
Store.
111 8. First St.. Albuquerque, N. '.1
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When you want to buy Flour and Bran, or want to
Wheat, write to

Bell

BELEN," NrM.

JOHN BECKER, Proprietor.

Ii PALMER,
J.
Ilay, Grain, Staple and Fancy Groceries.
Mail Orders Receive Prompt Attention

Pure Light Brahma Egg for Hatching
501

North

Ffrt Street

Albuqueroue

Nw Mexlci.

Toti & Gradi

Flour, Feed, Provisions. Hay
and Grain.
Imported French and Italian

DEALERS IN

Goods.
Sole stents tor Sao Antonio Lime.

GROCERIES AND
Telephone

tt7.

LIOCORS.

Free delivery to tl

1

parte of the city.

til

,

116,

ill North

Third Street
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Hailroad Topics

The Bisbee tracks lietween El Paso
and the bridge are rapidly being pushed to completion.
F. H. Mudge and V. C. Manger, of
the Santa Fe engineering corps, are in
the city from Las Vegas.
A. R. Frost, of Topeka, is in the city.
Mr. Frost is employed In the electrical
department of the Santa Fe.
M. R. Williams, superintendent of
bridges and buildings on the New Mexico division, was an Albuquerque visitor yesterday.
Cade Selvey, who is the Santa Fe
Pacific special officer, is still in the
city. He has been operating in this
vicinity for the past week or ten days.
J. J. Loftus, a Santa Fe employe at
Lamy, was married to Miss Mary C.
Johnston of that place by Rev. A.
Rabeyrolle, in Santa Fe.
Mr. Mussleman, formerly with the
Burlington route in Iowa, has been employed in the machine department at
the local Santa Fe shops.
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Booth have returned from a month's visit at their
old home in Chicago. Mr. Booth is a
machinist at the local shops.
The walls of the new Wjnslow freight
depot are now completed.
The material for the roof has been delayed
and work will not begin on that for
several days.
A conference was held between General Manager Nixon, of the Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe railroad and the strikers at Cleburne, Texas, and as a result
the strike was called off.
William Mumford, who was run over
by a passenger train up the road, the
other clay, died from his injuries at the
Las Vegas railroad hospital at midnight, Wednesday night.
The bridge gang of the Santa Fe has
been at work putting in several bridges
In the canyon below Kingman. No iron
bridges will be put in for some time to
come and the company is compelled to
strengthen the old structures.
Another party of surveyors have
been looking over the route from the
Santa Fe near old Powell to the mesa
country below the Boundary Cone
There is a
mines, near Kingman.
strong probability that the line will be
built.
Mrs. J. E. Hurley and party are now
In Salt Lake City and will visit points
of Interest in Colorado till September
15, when they will go to Topeka, where
Mis. Hurley and children will Join Superintendent Hurley.
W. E. Armor, chief engineer at the
local shops, has resigned. J. P. De
Heart, his assistant, will succeed Mr.
Armor in that position. This promotion of Mr. De Heart will be gratifying
to that gentleman's many friends.
A territorial charter was granted at
Guthrie, Okla., to the Guthrie, Shawnee & Coal Gate Railroad company,
with $1,000,000 capital, to build a line
from Guthrie westward to Beaver, a
distance of 150 miles. Among the incorporators are
Barnes
and half a dozen other Oklahomans.
The county commissioners at Cottonwood Falls, Kan., have decided to
submit a bond proposition to aid the
John Eaton, of
"Orient" railroad.
Kansas City, was present. It was decided to hold a special election October
14 to decide the bond question
for
Bazar, Matfield and Toledo townships.

t

The announcement is made that the
Santa Fe will be operating the Eastern
Oklahoma extension from Ralston to
Shawnee, Okla., fifteen miles, within
the next ninety days. The grading is
nearly completed and In many places
the steel is being laid. This will be
the Santa Fe's shortest line to the gulf
when completed.
The Santa Fe this winter will run a
through Pullman car lietween Denver
and Los Angeles, attaching it to its
California limited at La Junta. Heretofore the passengers for Los Angeles
out of Denver have been compelled to
change cars at La Junta. The sleeper
will be a new one and of the same
style as the coaches of the ten special
trains which tha Santa Fe Is having
built for its California service.
Watrous is becoming one of the liveliest towns in the territory on account
of the blasting gang of the Santa Fe
railway making its headquarters there.
Four men came down from Mora and
each opened up a saloon and the 2"0
odd laborers make the nights weary
for the residents. A Mexican circus
was also there a few nights ago and
between the saloon and the circus
there was life all night. The Santa Fe
quarry, one and a half miles on the
other side of Watrous, is turning the
rock out for the blasting two train
loads a day and the Santa Fe will have
one of the finest roadbeds on its line
when the work is completed. The crew
is working near Onava now.
Some yars ago "Down by the Silvery Rio Grande" was a popular song
in the east. It is safe to say that the
author never saw that river. Now
comes the story of how one of the
railroad companies of Colorado has
bitten at the poetic dream of the author of "Where the Raging Colorado
Wends Its Way." This song is the work
of a Denver man and has made a hit
in the east. He thought the Colorado
river was in Colorado till a Boston
house sent an artist out to that
state to take a series of photographs
of the river with which to illustrate
the song for minstrel troupes and
other traveling organizations that are

desirous of presenting the attraction.
To the surprise of this artist he was
compelled to continue his Journey to
Arizona to secure the pictures he desired. The railroad company in question subscribed liberally to the song
under the Impression that Colorado
was the field to be advertised when the
scene of interest is 500 miles away.
W. F. Crebs, a hrakeman on the
Santa Fe, had his leg broken while
coupling cars at Bellemont the other
morning. He was brought to Flagstaff, where Dr. Brannen set the
broken limb.
Charles Blgam. who Is employedTt
the Wlnslow railroad shops, is again
on duty, after a two months vacation
spent with his parents in Fort Scott,
Kan. He says that the Kansas farmers
are all happy over the record breaking
crops.
The foreclosure sale of the New Orleans & Northwestern wul take place
at Rayville, La., September 20, at the
Instance of the Central Trust company.
The road starts at Natchez, Miss.,
transferring across the Mississippi to
Vidalia, La., and thence runs to the
Arkansas state line.
When Other Medicines Have Failed
Take Foley's Kidney Cure. It has
cured when everything else has disappointed. Alvarado Pharmacy.
o

Gates'

Deal. The
Railroad
fight over Colorado Fuel
& Iron, has recalled
the following
story: "Several years ago Gates started to build the Davenport, Rock Island
& Northwestern
railroad, connecting
Davenport, Rock Island and Moline.
The Northwestern was backing htm.
It was understood that when the road
was finished, it snould be turned over
by Gates to the Northwestern for
The Northwestern loaned it
engineers and operated the road up to
the time when uates was to turn it
over. Then Gates informed the Northwestern that the road would cost
The Northwestern refused to
pay, and Gates coolly turned over the
lino to the Burlington and the Milwaukee, which roads operate the line."
Big

Gates-Osgoo-

A World Wide Reputation.
Chamberlain s Colic, Cholera
Diarrhoea Remedy has a world
reputation for its cures.. It never
and is pleasant and safe to take.
sale by all druggists.

years off

Thiptty-si- x

and
wide
falls
For

Rock Island Reorganization Plan.
It can be stated with almost official
certainty that there will lie no Important change in the charter of the Rock
Island company of New Jersey, the
company organized to take over the
present Rock Island securities In accordance with the plan originated by
the owner's of the property. It is
claimed that the criticism which has
boen directed against the plan is withRegarding two imout justification.
portant provisions of the charter which
have been subjected to the severest
fire, a Rock Island official said:
"There is nothing new or novel in
the provision giving the company the
power to deal in its own stocks and securities. A similar provision is in the
charters of the United States Steel
corporation, the stocks of which are
being boomed almost daily by the
press; the Corn Products company, the
American Sheet Steel company, and
nearly every other New Jersey corporation recently organized. The stocks
of these companies are listed on the
New York stock exchange and traded
in daily.
"The provision of the charter giving
the preferred stockholders the right to
elect a majority of the board of directors Is expressly authorized by the
statutes of New Jersey, and is a provision which a number of companies
have utilized. A notable instance is
company,
Securities
the Railroad
which holds a large portion of the
stock of the Illinois Central Railroad
company."

TWENTY-SECON-

continuous success
Jnst think wbst that means. Thirty-siyears In tnMiinewi, each year more miccessiful
jnan the previoua one, with never a backward movement, constantly growing larger, ever
increasing in popular favor. How many concerns in this eountry have such a proud rcrordr
How raanj that were doing business tblrty-si- i
years ago are even in existence
Very,
very tew. But thirty-siyears of continuous success and still growing larger. Think of HI
Bow has It been accomplished?
In
Just this way. By selling absolutely pure whiskey, di.
rect rrom our own distillery to the consumer, with all Its original richness and flavor, sav
lng him the enormous profits of the dealers, and by carrying out to the letter every
ment or offer that we make, thereby creating a confidence with our over a quarter stateof a
million satisfied customers that cannot be broken.

Mew Mexico

Diroct from our diotillory to YOU
DiaUrs' Profits ! Pnvints Adultiritlon I

PUrtE

l

SEVEN-YEAR-OL-

FULL $
QUARTS

OCT. 14, IB, 16, 17, 18,.

RYE

D

l 00 EXPRESS
--

PREPAID

win send yon POTJR FULL QUART BOTTLES of HAYNER'S SEVEN-YEAR-OLRYE for M OO, and we will pay the express charges. When you
receive the whlskev. trv It &nri If mn rinn't Ami u n Huht nH . vui . vn
ever drank or can buy from anybody else at any prion, tend It back at our
expense and your i 00 will go back to you by the very next mall. How could
an offer be fairer? Just think It over. Shipment made in a plain sealed case,
with no marks or brand to indicate content.
JJ

n

COMING OF

Base

SO Qnnrts, or esn r- - tnmm ett tntt. frtMnri ftA 1 nl
will seod yon o Uuarta lot SIS.)00, by freight
prepaid, thai

lATK. (J

'Write our nearest office and do It NOW.

THE IIAYNER DISTILLING. COMPANY
T.LOUIS, HO.
W

DiSTHiiHr,

ST. PAUL,'
Establish id IMS.

DAYTON, OHIO

Trot,

O.

MINN.

Cowboy

MONTEZUMA

Ball

If yon esa

ynw. w

Territorial Fair

ALBUQUERQUE,'

mm umm
Sam

ANNUAL

D

(Spectacular Effect)

Tournament

Indian Dances on Street

Horse

Grand Military Display

Racing

Open to the
World

She gives massage
will have a prominent place in the pa- growing nails.
rades and other ceremonies and. the treatment and manicuring. Mrs. Bambini's own preparations of complexion
local lodge will keep open house.
cream builds up the skin and Improves
and are guaranteed
Foley's Kidney Cure will cure all the tocomplexion,
be Injurious. She also prepares
diseases arising from disordered kid- not
a hair tonic that cures and prevents
neys or bladder.
dandruff and hair falling out; restores
life to dead bair; removes moles,
CHAUTAUQUA WORK.
warts and superfluous hair. Give her
a trial, tone also has a very fine tooth
Miss Marguerite Zearing Will Con- powder, which she guarantees to be
free from all metallic substances. It
tinue Work at Santa Fe,
perfumes the breath, hardens the gums
N. M.
and makes the teeth clean and white.
Miss Marguerite Zearing Is a Denver It Is highly recommended by all first
woman who is meeting with success in c'ats dentists. Also a face powder, a
Chautauqua work. Miss Zearing gave freckle cure, and pimple cure, and pile
a number of lectures and conducted cure. All of these preparations are
vegetable compounds Give her
classes at Boulder. Her methods there apurely
trial. Automatic telephone 490.
attracted attention and she was asked
to continue work along the same line
Curtains! vurtainsil Curtains!
at Santa Fe, New Mexico. In New
We are mowing up to date lace curMexico there is only the nucleus of a tains In Hrussels net, Irish point. AraChautauqua this year, but next sum- bian nit, Nottingham, Bobblnet and
mer there will be a regular Chautau- muslla. Albert Febar, 205 Railroad
qua, which Miss Zearing will help to avnue.
o
start.
MONUMENTS.
Music, primary methods and literary
All kinds of stone and .liable
criticisms are her subjects. Her mus- Prices moderate. Shop and yardwork.
cor
original
entirely
has
is
and
course
ical
ner Fifth street and Railroad avenue.
met with marked approval. As Miss
H. Q. MAURINO.
W. L. TRIMBLE
CO.
o
Zearing has written several little
Have you seen that blue enanieleo Second street, between Railroad and
books herself she is able to criticise
Copper avenue
the writings of others and her book re- steel ware at the Albuquerque Hardview course Is well attended. Denver ware company's store. It Is the most Horses and Mules bought and exchangbeautiful and ornamental ware ever
Republican.
ed. Livery, Bale, Feed and
seen In Alouquerque,
Transfer Stables
Scrofula, salt rheum, erysipelas and
IN THE CITY
BE8T
TURNOUTS
Special Summer Excursion.
other distressing eruptive diseases
Albuquerque to Chicago and return,
yield quickly and permanently to the
AddTesa W. L. TRIMBLE & CO,
Albuouerque, N. M.
cleansing, purifying power of Burdock 51.50.
reAlbuquerque to Kansas City and
Blood Bitters.

Mineral, Cereal and
Educational Exhibits

President Roosevelt Has Signified
His Intention to be Present

1 1

J. H. O'RIELLY, P. F.
PRESIDENT

"mulls!

&

o

BUSINE33 LOCALS.

turn,

$39.00.

Albuquerque to St. Louis and return,

$46.50.

B. A. SLEYSTER.

Tickets on sale June 6, 7. 13 and 14,
ACCIDENT INSURANCE,
and June 24 to September 12, Inclusive.
Keep your ye on Demiri.
FIRE INSURANCE,
Final
31,
return
1902.
limit
October
Dernlng has ust ieen Incorporated.
REAL ESTATE,
Agent.
L.
MYERS,
F.
NOTARY PUBLIC.
Demlng, the seat of the n.w county
CROMWELL BLOCK.
of Luna.
Summer Tourists Rates to Colorado, ROOMS
Telephone 174.
Automatic
iteming has Increased 50 per cent In
Denver, $25.15, round trip; Colorado
population in four years.
Springs, $22.15, round trip; Pueblo,
Deming Is the great mining venter $20.15, round trip. Tickets on sale
of the south wei u
June 1 to October 15, inclusive. Final
Q
IS IT
Investments In Demln? lots will return limit October 31, 1902.
o
double and treble in one year.
Alamogordo & 8acramer.to Mountain
Let us Cgurn on your plumblnsr.
Telephone Service :
Railway.
Hardware company.
passenEffective June 2nd first class
"
Carpenters' and machinists' tools of ger train will
YOU WANTT
leave Alamogordo at 8 3
all kinds. Albuquerque Harware com- a. m., arriving at Cloudcroft at 10:50 1
QUICK AND RELIABLEI
pany.
a. m. dally. Return train leaves CloudKleinwort's Is the place to get your croft at 5:30p. p. m., arriving at Alamom.
at 8
nice fresh steak. All kinds of nice gordo
Passengers for these trains can take 3 THE COLORADO TELEPHONE
meat.
Alamogordo and 5 o'clock
A Phyciclan Healed.
Bring in your tinware and have it breakfast at
3
ND TELEGRAPH CO.
Dr. Geo. Ewlng, a practicing physl' repaired. Albuquerque Hardware com- dinner at Cloudcoft. A. N. BROWN.
Ian of Smith's Grove, Ky., for ovt pany.
O. P. A., E. P.-I. Route.
thirty years, writes his personal expei-lenc- e
Demlng has now a large Ice plant
with Foley's Kidney Cure: "For
years I had been greatly bothered witr and electric light system under conkidney and bladder troubble and ei tract
In Demlng the demand for rental
larged prostrate gland. I used everything known to the profession without houses Is five times la excess of the
relief, until I commenced to use supply.
Demlng has an abundance of water
Foley's Kidney Cure. After taking
three bottles I was entirely relieved for irrigating vineyards, orchards, or
and cured. I prescribe it now dally in gardens.
ray practice and heartily recommend
Buy lots and build In Demlng. Tour
its use to all physicians for such trou- rental returns will be 20 per cent on
bles. I have prescribed it in hundreds the Investment
of cases with perfect success."
In Demlng good safe loans can tx
8
had at better rates than in the old es
Fugitive Willing to Return.
towns.
tabllBhed
Leslie Webb, who arrived six motnhs
Orders taken for every known make
ago at Parral, Mexico, and is wanted
Albuquerque
REGULAR DEGREE COURSES OF STUDY:
by PostofTlce Inspector Fredericks, of of stoves and ranges.
company.
Hardware
Denver as a fugitive stage robber from
I.
Just received a large shipment of
Montana, has expressed a willingness
and Chinese mt.ttlug. Albert
to friends at El Paso to return and Japanese
II.
Faber, 305 Railroad avenue.
stand trial. Webb was released by the
opportunisame
Demlng
the
offers
,
Mexican authorities two months ago, ties now that the most prosperous
after the governor's application for an cities In the west offered several yeaa
Special Courses are offered in Assaying, Chemistry and Surveying.
extradition warrant had been refused. ago.
The 6tage robbery was committed nineWe are sole agent for Wheeler &
A Preparatory Course Is maintained for the benefit of those who
teen years ago.
Wilson sewing machines, the best ou
the market. Albert Faber. 205 Railroad
hav not had the necessary advantages before coming to the School of
A blessing alike to young and old; avenue.
Mines.
Dr. Fowler's Extract of Wild StrawDemlng neeas one Hundred new
TUITION $5.00 for the preparatory course; $10.00 for the techberry. Nature's specific for dysentery, houses to supply the demand, and
condemand
now.
This
complaint.
needs them
diarrhoea and summer
nical course.
tinues to grow.
Eagles Are Ready.
Demlng ships over 100,000 head of
THERE IS A GREAT DEMAND AT GOOD SALARIES FOR YOUNG V
The Eagles held a special meeting cattle annually; Is the center of the
MEN WITH A TCHNICAL KNOWLEDGE OF MINING.
last night to consider what part the greatest breeding region In the southorder will take in the territorial fair. west and cattle men all know this. No.
her parlors,
Invitations will be issued at once to 205Mrs. Bambini, at street,
For Particulars Address
over the
South First
the lodges in El Paso, Raton and Pres-cot- t Hyde Exploring Expedition
store,
to attend the fair in a body and is prepared
thorough
give
to
CHARLES R. KEYES, Ph. D.. Director.
treatment, do hair dressjoin in an informal reunion of the scalp
Eagles of the southwest. The order ing, treat corns, bunions and in

MeCanna,
SECRTARY

DON'T FOBGET THAT
THE EL

PASO-ROC-

ISLAND

K

ROUTE

....IS....

The Kansas City Lino, The Chicago Line,
The Denver Line, The Memphis
Line, The St. Louis Line
AND THE WAY TO CLOUDCROFT

12-1-

CCCCC0CCC0CC

FAST TIME AND EXCELLENT
CONNECTIONS FOR ALL POINTS
NORTH, NORTHWEST, NORTHEAST, EAST AND SOUTHEAST.
STANDARD AND TOURIST SLEEPERS. FREE CHAIR CARS AND
COACHES ON ALL TRAINS.
DINING CAR SERVICE UNEXCELLED.
CALL

ON AGENTS FOR PARTICULARS,

G. P. A., EL

OR ADDRESS

A. N.

PASO-ROC-

BROWN,

ROUTE, EL PASO, TEXAS.

ISLAND

Subscribe for The Citizen

THE NEW MEXICO

SCHOOL OF MINES
SOCORRO, NEW MEXICO

FALL SESSION BEGINS SEPTEMBER
CHEMISTY AND METALLURY
MINING ENGINEERING
III. CIVIL ENGINEERING

The Thermometer
is Seldom Higher Than

Jo

;8
o
,o

8o in Mexico City

,Q
lO

a

This "Paris of Latin America" la suuuiea over biz tnov iand feet 1
.
.
i. v. vuo
ci aiumuea is never Jo
In
experienced.
Auuougn not generally known summer la iuo very jo
Dest oi seasons to visit the Land of Manana.
. I
.
.. nVm.t
Tha f?n!1v attarnrrtn roln wlil.t.
cools the atmosphere as to make the evenings and nigjia lovely.
S
Detween the music, the flowers and the pretty customs ot our
Mexican neighbors; between the beautiful nights, and balmy morn
ings, and the cooling sea breezes of dav.
. ' one hconme.
cni,... f?J
U
" mn
fo
with the beauty of this country as to never forrpt isu trfn
"The White Umbrella."
1

-

V.

The Mexican Central
Is prepared to furnish you with the best of accommodations to ail
points In Mexico.
Call on or address,
W. D. MURDOCK,
W. S. MEAD,
C. R. HUDSON,
A. O. & P. A., Mexico ,
C. A., El Paso. G. F. ft P. A.,Mexlco.

t
last nfght. His company will soon begin operating some good copper claims
in the Copperton district of Valencia

LOCAL PARAGRAPHS,
H. A. Buckley, of Las Vegas, Is In

the city.
W. R. Thomas, of Cerrillos, Is here
today on business.
Henry W. Moore and wife, rom El
Paso, are In the city.
A. B. McMlllen, attorney, Is In Santa
Fe today on business.
Postofflce Inspector Smlthers was a
passenger north this morning.
. Dr. E. J. Alger, the well known dentist, will return from California tonight.
Attorney Dobson, who was at Santa
Fe yesterday on legal matters, returned last night.'
Charlie Rankin, with John Becker,
reathe big general merchant of Belen, Is
In the city on business.
E. L. Washburn, the Second street
clothier, today put up in front of his
...WE CAN SUIT. YOU...
store a large cloth sign.
C. M. Foraker, the United States
SPRING HEEL SHOES.
8to11.
12to2.
marshal for New Mexico, was a pasDONGOLA, MEDIUM SOLE
$1 00
$1 25
senger for Deming last night.
1 50
1 25
VICI KID, EXTENSION SOLE
Judge B. 3. Baker, who attended the
1 25
1 40
BOX CALF, EXTENSION SOLE
special Bession of the supreme court
13 to 2.
3 to 5.
HEEL SHOES.
at Santa Fe, returned last night.
$1 50
$1 65
SATIN CALF, HEAVY SOLE
Next Monday being Labor day and
a national holiday, the two banks of
1 65
2 00
COLT SKIN, HEAVY SOLE
the city will be closed all day long.
2 00
2 25
BOX CALF, HEAVY SOLE
avenue
M. Mandell, the Railroad
clothier, has a splendid advertisement
In today's Citizen. Attention 1b called
to It.
A PICNIC
F. H. Mudge, of Las Vegas, and J. J.
for the children Is assured If the com- Sheridan, of this city, were made
estibles are purchased here. If there's Knights Templar at the meeting last
any high grode canned meat or fish we night.
Prof. C. E. Kadgin and wife, after
have not on hand, we'd liKe to know
anything short of that we don't care to attending the teachers' institute at
keep. A w hole lot of things to please Santa Fe, returned to the city last
grownups, as well. Staple and fancy night.
groceries always In stock, without
After a sojourn of several months
question.
on the Pacific coast Mrs. Alfred Qruns-feland daughters returned to the city
last night.
H. P. Owen, the court stenographer
for this judicial district, with his wife
and baby, returned from California
Nos. 11S and 12) Zoc'Zz. Second 8t
last night.
Deputy United States Marshal Kase-mawill go to Santa Fe Sunday night
to remain during the term of court
Shoes
sm
which opens on Monday.
Dr. and Mrsr Crosson are enjoying a
Will Stand pleasant
v at
visit from Miss Sadie Souder,
Some shoes are made to sell, not to of Santa Fe. The youn3 lady will rewear. Our shoes are of good solid main in the city a month.
Mrs. Max Schuster and daughter.
quality, the styles are up to date and
Marguerite, who have been spendour prices are as low as anyone can Miss
ing the summer on the Pacific coast,
possibly put on shoes that are fit to arrived home this morning,
....
wear. All Oxfords at cost to close
Miss Llddle Bothe, who has been
them out.
spending some time In the city visit
ing with her sister, Mrs. Hennrich,
T. MUENSTERMAN,
left this morning for her home in Mis
203 Railroad Ave. Albuquerque, N. M souri.
Warren J. Lynch, general passenger
and ticket agent for the Big Four railMONEY TO LOAN.
pers are of selected satin calf, seams road, passed through'the city this mor- On diamonds,
watcnea, etc., or any reinforced with rivets to prevent rip- ning in special car going north. He
food security; also househoM goods ping, heavy oak tanned soles and back was accompanied by his family.
atored with me; strictly confidential.
W. J. Johnson, Who was at El Paso
Highest cash price paid for household stays running from heel to top of shoe;
13 to 2, 1.50; 3 to 5, $1.75. Try a pair on business, returned to the city on
roods. Automatic 'phone 120.
T. A. WHITTEN, 114 Gold avenue. at C. May's Popular Priced Shoe Store, the delayed passenger train late yes;
208 West Railroad avenue.
terday afternoon. Mr. Johnson Is the
CITY NEWS.
i
Ladies' waists and colored shirt assistant cashier of the Bank of Comwaists at less than V4 price at The merce.
Statehood cigars, two for 25 cents.
Albert Finch, Thomas Finch and
Economist.
Demlng, the railroad center of New
Wm. Crablll, gentlemen of Springfield,
fexlco.
Subscribe for The Citizen.
Ohio, who have been spending several
Demlng, the gateway to the best
Demlng has a magnificent school weeks In the city visiting with Mr. and
art of Old Mexico.
system.
Mrs. De Hart, left this morning for
Window shades in all colors and
home.
Demlng,
city
their
coming
New
of
the
BYldtba at Albert Faber's. 305 Railroad
Mexico.
O.N. Marron and P. F. McCanna, in
Special on ladies' fancy neck ribbon,
Deming water Is chemically pure-eq- ual response to an Important letter receiv.worth 35c, only 19c, at The Economist.
to Polan Springs.
ed on the delayed southern train yesDemlng water and pure ozone make terday afternoon, went down to El
Mexican drawn work In endless variety at Albert Faber's, 305 Railroad strong and healthy people.
Paso last night. They expect to return
avenoe.
preservaline
or col to the city Sunday morning.
No
tuberculosis
In Demlng you can buy lots for $100 oring In Matthews' Jersey milk.
Louis Becker and Ernebt Zweiger,
which will pay you 100 per cent J iess
Demlng is a great health resort
two popular young men of Belen, came
than twelve months. ,
In Mexican Crawn work we are has no superior in climate for the cure up from that place last evening on
of pulmonary troubles.
passenger No. 22. Mr. Zweiger
showing a big assortment.
Albert
Faber, 305 Railroad avenue.
Look into Kleinwort's market on rtfurned home on No. 21 last night and
Demlng! Have you been there? It North Third street. He has the nicest Mr. Becker is still In the city.
not, rot should tet there for
the big fresh meats In the city.
Mrs. J. C. Heslett and son, Elmer, of
sale of lot on the 17th of this month.
We are sole agents for Wheeler & Jerome, Arizona, who have been spendDemicg! Don't overlook It If you Whson sewing machines. Albert
ing a week In the city visiting with Mr.
ro looking for a sale and paying
305 Railroad avenue.
and Mrs. J. L. Wilcox 610 South SecWhy buy high priced lots when you ond street, left this morning for
In Doming another good hotel is can get
now,
thm cheap in Demlng
where the young man will attend
needed to accommodate the enormous with certain
advance assured T
school the coming winter.
Increase of population.
Agricultural lands in Demlng are un
Mr. and Mrs. P. B. Dalles, of Belen,
Fresh Cut Flowers.
surpassed for fertility, production of passed through the city this morning
IVES, THE FLORIST.
vegetables
all
kinds.
of
and
fruits
going to Chicago for a two weeks'
'
Our boys pine knot shoes are speWe carry the largest variety of lin visit. Miss Lula Becker, of the same
cially built for youngsters who are ex-- , oleums and oil cloths In this city. place, accompanied them as far as
tremely hard on shoe leather. The up Albert Fabcr, 305 Railroad avenue.
Albuquerque and is spending the day
in the city.
Dr. C. F. Blackington, sheriff of So9 corro county, passed through the city
this morning en route to Santa Fe.
Dr. Blackington says that the coming
elections in Socorro county are going
to be something fierce. Candidates are
plentiful and active. There will be at
least five aspirants for the sheriff's

RELIABLE 5CH00L SHOES
Are you looking for well wearing

neat looking and comfortably
fitting School Shoes at
sonable price?

PP;

d

J. L. BELL

& CO.

n

h

That

,

d

Fa-be- r,

To-pek-

ly.

county, and Mr. Wheeler will probably
go west to the mines tonight. He was
a pleasant caller at The Citizen office
today, but stated that he was not quite
ready yet to give any definite news regarding the future operations of his
company to the public. On his return
from Copperton, he will find time to
stop over in the city for a few days.
Quite a large crowd of city people
attended the fiesta at Isiota yesterday.
The day was celebrated in honor of St.
Augustine, patron saint of the little
village. The visitors who went from
here were disappointed in the trip because the Indians did nut dance as Is
their usual custom. Next Thursday
will be a day of celebration at Isleta
in honor of St. Augustine and that day
the Indians will hold their usual Interesting dance.
of
superintendent
J. A. Harlan,
bridges and buildings on the Rio
Grande division of the Santa Fe. came
up from San Marclal this morning to
Inspect the work being done on the
new freight depot. Mr. Harlan says
that the work is being delayed by the
fact that the proper finishing material
can not be secured. At present plasterers are at work on the interior of
the office building.
J. J. Sheridan, secretary of the local
ladge of Elks, who was one of the high
at t'ae Salt Lake City
convention, came In from the west, per
previous announcement, last night, and
was at his desk at the court house today. Ke is wanted at The Citizen office to sive some instructions on a delayed job at the earliest possible moment.
Victor Sals, who has sheep grazing
on many a hilltop and along the mountain sides of Valencia county. Is In the
city today from Casa Colorado. Mr.
Sals Bays his section of New Mexico
has been blessed by several fine rains
the past few weeks, and that the sheep
rango3 were never in such good condition at this time of year.
Mrs. John Remland arrived In Albuquerque yesterday to join her hsband
here, who is doing the fine horseshoeing at Shinick's shop. Mr. Remland has
shod all the trotters and pacers for the
grand matinee on Sunday.
Dog town came forth in Judge Craw
ford's court this morning with its usual
weekly family row. The participants
One wheelman
were fined 15 each.
pleaded guilty to riding on the side'
walks and was fined $5.
Mr. and Mrs. P. B. Dalles are In the
city. They will leave for the east on
.
the flyer, (i
...
muck-e-muck-

s

W. V. Wolvin, D. D. S., Dental Sur
geon Santa Fe Pacific Railroad, Grant
Llock. Botr. 'phones.
o

Saturday's Special Sale.

3 cans of oysters
3 cans of qream
2 dor. fresh, Kansas eggs
2 lbs. Newton creamery butter

25c
25c
35c
45c
2 ten-cepkgs celluloid starch. .. .15c
5c
Fairbanks' scouring soap
35c
2 pkgs flaked rice
25c
2 pkgs Grape-Nut-s
We have a complete line of 6chool

books and our stock of school shoes is
in quality and price.
THE MAZE,
WM. K1EKE, Prop.
o

Racket Prices.
Children's shoes: C to 8, 80c, 85c,
90c, and $1.00 per pair; 84 to 12, 95c,
to
$1.00, $1.20, and $1.25 per pair; 12
2, $1.10, $1.33, $1.50.
Boys' shoes: 2Vi

to

5,

$1.35 and
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MADAME BHILIPPS.
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HATS!

two-piec-

e

Is closing out her hair dressing and
Switches, wigs
manicuring parlors.
and bangs, powders, creams and hair
tonics all will be Bold at a great sacri-

WISEST MEN buy their
hats early. They have the
advantage of choosing while the
is
line complete.
We are showing our new Fall
Styles of Derbys, Fedoras, Crushes,
and the popular. Turban shapes un- doubtedly more styles than have ever
been shown here at any one time.
Knox Soft Hats and Derbys at $3.50

THE

fice.

GENTLEMEN!
Call and examine our new fall samples 2300 patterns to select from.
Our tailoring is unexcelled. The
style, price and quality, compels
you to be our customer.
Nettlcton Tailoring Agency, 215 8.
Second Street.

BLOCK'S HOTEL
ONLY FIRST CLASS HOUSE
AT

and $5.
Stetson Soft Hats and Derbys at $4
and $4.50.
Tiger Soft Hats and Derby at $3.

JEMEZ HOT SPRINGS
NOW OPEN FOrt GUESTS.
Stage Leaves from Trimble's Stable,
Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays at
o a. m.
J. B. BLOCK,
Proprietor.

THE

5
M O
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UNIVERSITY
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ACADEMIC, COLLEGIATE, NORMAL
AND COMMERCIAL DEPARTMENTS

)00COOt0000000C

The School of Music offers full courses
in Vocal and Instrumental Music.
Board and rooms at the University
Dormitory, at reasonable rates.
Fall term opens Thursday, Sept.
at 10:30 a. m.

18,

1802,

E. J. POST & CO.

For further information, address,
W. G. TIGHT, President,
Albuquerque, New Mexico.

C. F. MYERS and WM. MclNTOSH, Proprietors.

HARDWARE.

New 'Phone

Old 'Phone

152

59.

J. W. Edwards

Buckeye

Progressive Mortician and Em
balmer.
Open day and night. Calls are
promptly attended to.

Mowers

I Also Bell Monuments

in N. Second
E. G. Garcia & Co

Office and parlor

Banner and Steel Hay Rakes
Eclipse Hay Presses

Dealers in

MAIL ORDERS SOLICITED.

Sheep, Wool, Hides, Pelts
Goat skins
WRITE FOR PRICES
ALBUQUERQUE, N.

M.

S. MICHAEL
Dealer
In

New Mexico
Normal Uninersity

At Las Vegas.

Opens September 2, J902
A Training School for Teachers.
An Academic Schol for General Edu-

cation.

Preparatory School for College.
An Ideal Kindergarten.
A Model
Primary and Grammar
A

inNHW,
street, few doors

School.

A. M.

M.

209 South Second

north ot icstorBee.

A Mcdel High School.
Classes in every grade from Kinder-gart- n
to College.
A Faculty cf .Specialists.
Located In the Ideal Residence Town

rrsviUFiMEiiT

of New Mexico.
For information address

EDGAR L. HEWETT, President.

BOYS

APPAREL
SCHOOL SUITS

(two-piece-

$2.75 to $7.60.

i
ii

I
3

(f

I

I);.

SCHOOL
SUITS
piece), $4.00 to $7.50.

SCHOOL
..SUITS .. (long
paivts), $6.00 to $12.00.
BOYS' "K. E." WAISTS.
BOYS' SHIRTS, 50c, 65c, 75c.

-

f

.

i

0L

r-.A- ,
:

v

Jt.J- -

(three

J

REX
CALF
SHOES,
BOYS ONLY $1.50.

FOR

WASHBURN

EAST LAS VEGAS, N. M.

LADIES'

office.

Thomas S. Hubbell. sheriff of Bernalillo county, with his wife and niece,
MIks Anna Thomas, returned this mor
After "Como
ning from California.
Estamos" - jitteuifcd the Salt Lake City
convrutlon of Elks as a member of the
"Quicn Sabe" marching club, he left
for San Francisco, where he met the
ladles and with them took in all the
principal resorts of southern California.
William Mcintosh, the junior member of the hardware firm of E. J. Post
i; Co., and one of the successful sheep
raisers of the Chilili ranges, returned
to the c ity last night. He attended the
big Elks' convention at Salt Lake City
as a member of the Quien Sabe marching club, aftcy; which he visitel the
Yellowstone national park and then his
brother, Donald Mcintosh, at Los Animas, Colo.
cf the
C. H. Wheeler, president
Montezuma Copper company, is in the
city from Minneapolis, Minn., arriving

stern...

The Railroad Avenue Clothier

NEW JKEXIC0

Don't have your boys go around with
MONEY TO LOAN
holes In their clothing. Start them to
school with a new suit. A completely
On diamonds, watches or any good
new assortment has Just been received.
Let ub show them to you. Simon security. Great bargains In watches
ot every description.
Stern, Railroad Avenue Clothier.
Roys' shoes a big assortment at
Mandeh's.

i

W i

No. 216 South Second Street.

Fine Watches,
Fine Jewelry.

e

HATSlJ
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suits: 7 to 15
years, $1.85, $2.50, $3.50 and $4.00.
Three-piecsuits: 8 to 15 years, $3.00
and $3.75. Boys' knee pants, 50c, C5c,
FINE WATCH REPAIRING.
and 75c pair. Boys' waists, 25c, 35c, Repairing done promptly and by
and 50c each. Boys' percale shirts,
workmen. '
with 2 collars, 12 to 14, 50c each, at skilled
Second Street.
South
325
the Racket, the money saving store of
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
Albuquerque.
Boys'

$1.75.

HATS!
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JUST 50c

"Queen Quality"

The Best Food Chopper Made,
Fully Gurauteed

SHOES

'

Rule Dry Goods Go.

Colden

Whitriey
7

mm

Has steel.;cutters and it
grinds meats, vegeta-table- s,
nuts etc. capacity
3-- 4
lbs. meat per minute.
Can be taken apart in- stantly for cleaning.

Company

Phones:
Auk 248; Bell, 86.
South First street.
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Albuquerque. N.
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